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EVER notice how the most effective people are super focused? They don’t try to do 
everything. Comic-book superheroes sure fit the bill. In this issue we profile Scarlett 
Johansson, the dangerous Black Widow in the hit movie The Avengers. She explains how 

she got in shape for the fight scenes and managed to eat right as well. Making action movies 
isn’t easy.

Speaking of heroes, only a few decades ago the marathon was for elite distance runners 
only. Today thousands of runners at all levels run multiple events per year. How did this happen?

The GoodLife Toronto Marathon in May provided some answers. This year we presented the 
OptiMYz Live Health Expo as part of the event. Our all-star line-up included running legends Bill 
Rodgers and Katherine Switzer of Boston Marathon fame, along with experts in overall health, 
fitness and nutrition.  

I interviewed the speakers for a video series that appears on our website. Rodgers really hit 
home, partly because I remember his triumphs through the 1970s and 80s. A pioneer, he made 
the marathon seem a sport that anyone could add to their fitness program. He was a home boy 
from Boston whose longish hair and loping stride gave him a kind of working class look. He still 
runs seven days a week and his eyes just light up at the thought of running.

Katherine Switzer ran Boston when it was a men’s-only event. She broke free of a tackle by 
an organizer at the start and finished the race. The rest is history. She was also a key figure in 
making the women’s marathon an Olympic sport.

Another highlight at OptiMYz Live was Maureen Hagan, director of education for Canfitpro, 
VP at GoodLife Fitness and award-winning group fitness instructor. Maureen and I sat down for 
a chat afterwards and compared notes on our love of fitness.

Some time ago the marathon also morphed into the triathlon, a grueling combination of 
swimming, cycling and running. We cover the “tri” in this issue, profiling top Canadians and 
providing inspiration and tips for regular folks just getting their feet wet. The good news is that 
there are special events with shorter distances to encourage broader participation.    

As this is a summer issue, we also cover tennis and cycling. And we have two workouts: The 
3D Arm workout to bulk up those bi’s, tri’s and forearms; and The Mini Stability Ball workout 
that will improve total-body coordination, flexibility and balance—and, oh yeah, strength. There’s 
also a short history of Zumba, the dance fitness craze sweeping the globe. My wife takes classes 
at GoodLife and she loves it. 

Finally, thank you to the two interns who worked on this issue: In particular, Kelly Truslow 
surveyed the world of triathlon and Jennifer Graham explored why we need healthy fat in our 
diet. Great work. You will be missed.

starting line

Be your own superhero
The Avengers are tough. They embody traits we all have. Traits we can use to 

improve our fitness and overall health—while still enjoying the ride.

DAVID HOLT
EDITOR
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DYNAMIC DUO: GoodLife VP Maureen Hagan 
is super fit. Distance running is just one of 
her areas of expertise.
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The 
Locker
Room
News and views 
from the world of 
fitness and health

LATEST RESULTS OF 
optimyz.com poll
Over the last year I received an 
athletic injury that kept me from 
training:
For 1 week or less  . . . . . . . . . . 50%
For I month or less . . . . . . . . . . 25%
For 2 months or less   . . . . . . . . . 0%
For six months or less  . . . . . . . . 0%
For a year or less  . . . . . . . . . . . 13%
I was not injured. . . . . . . . . . . . 13%

Current online poll
Comic book heroes are now on 
fi lm. Th ey can be inspirational. 
Which is your favourite?
The Avengers
Batman
Green Lantern
Hulk
Spider-Man
Superman
X-Men

Vote now at www.optimyz.com

DO you want your food to come from 
sources that don’t hurt the environ-

ment, treat animals humanely and promote 
health? As consumers demand 
food that’s organic, fair 
trade, gluten-free and 
more, new healthy 
food certifications 
are arriving on the 
scene.

In a recent 
National Public 
Radio story, Margaret 
Henry, director of sus-
tainability for foodservice 
supplier Sodexo, says she has 
to keep track of more than 300 
certifications that monitor issues like cages for 
chickens, gestation crates for pigs, and geneti-
cally engineered seeds, animal welfare, energy 
usage, and whether animals roamed freely, 
which is different from free-range.

Food certifications on the market include 
Fair Trade Certified, Rainforest Alliance 

Certified, Soil Association Certified, 100% 
Vegan, Bird Friendly, Certified Humane, Food 
Alliance Certified, Hormone Free, Non-GMO 

Verified, Dolphin Safe and Wild Caught.
Henry says she has seen “farm-

ers filling out 40 checklists a 
month for these things.” To 

complicate matters, the advo-
cacy groups behind many of 
these programs often can’t 
agree on what constitutes 
sustainable beef or fish, or 

healthy vegetables.
Sodexo is looking into sup-

porting the Global Roundtable for 
Sustainable Beef, which is a group of 

NGOs like the Rainforest Alliance and The 
Nature Conservancy, as well as major buyers of 
beef such as McDonald’s, Walmart and Cargill. 
The roundtable is hoping to come up with a 
new standard for beef production that incor-

porates social and environmental concerns. Z  
SOURCE: THE FOOD CHANNEL’S TRENDWIRE 

NEWSLETTER

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST

INTERVAL training has never been this terrifying. Six to 

Start have teamed up with author Naomi Alderman to 

create Zombies, Run!, an adrenaline-fuelled iOS running 

app. As you begin your run, a radio crackles and you’re 

introduced to Sam, a radio announcer from the community 

of Abel Township. He labels you Runner 5 and shouts at you 

to run from the “small zombie army” that’s close behind. 

It’s not hard to feel motivated with the Zombie Chases 

feature turned on: The sounds of the zombies shambling 

along behind you give you the push you need to keep going. 

As Runner 5, you’re under a lot of pressure. Not only do you 

need to outrun the zombie horde, you also need to complete 

missions and pick up items as well. First aid kits, pain meds and trousers were among the items I 

had accumulated when I finished my workout. Zombies, Run! adds an element of fun to your 

interval training and is worth every penny of its $7.99 price tag. An Android version is due to be 

released. Z  SARAH SAWLER
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CUSTOMIZE YOU

CIRCUMCISION is the surgical removal 

of the foreskin from the glans to 

remove what would eventually become a 

third or more of the adult’s total penile skin 

covering. The prepuce functions to protect 

the glans, just as the eyelid protects the eye. 

A religious explanation suggests it as 

a form of social control: The discomfort 

reminds the man of the power of the church. 

Culturally, circumcision is a mark of identi-

ty, akin to a tattoo or a body piercing. While 

circumcision is routinely practiced among 

certain ethnic groups, many of the world’s 

populations have never practiced it. 

Circumcision was introduced to North 

America in the 19th century for good 

hygiene and a “cure” for impotence and 

other sexual problems (sterility, excess 

masturbation, epilepsy, “precocious sexual 

unrest,” and night terrors). By the middle 

of the century, anesthesia and antisepsis 

enabled a rapid increase in the procedure. 

Today the percentage of males being 

circumcised is declining from its mid-

century peak of 60%, largely due to 

medical ambivalence.

Advocates argue that circumcision 

reduces phimosis, UTIs, STDs and penile 

cancer. Reducing these in turn eliminates the 

need for future health care, thus providing 

cost-effective savings on a national scale. 

Critics view routine circumcision as “over-

kill.” They view circumcision as a cosmetic 

procedure performed largely to alleviate any 

potential teasing in the high school locker 

room. Z  JENNIFER GRAHAM 

MAGNESIUM: M.I.A.

OUR cells are powered by magnesium. Without it, more than 300 enzymatic 

reactions are impossible and we would die. Plants also depend on magnesium 

to regulate photosynthesis, the process of turning sunlight into food.

New research shows that magnesium could prevent 

cardiovascular disease and help avert metabolic disorders 

such as diabetes. Despite its importance, about 40% of 

people have a deficiency. Even people who eat a wide 

variety of plants experience symptoms such as insomnia, 

insulin resistance and anxiety. This is largely because the 

magnesium level in food is declining with industrial food-

production, nutrient-poor, heavily-fertilized soils, and long 

commutes from the farm to the table.

This summer, make the extra effort to consume the following foods from a 

local, organic source whenever possible: Pumpkin seeds, spinach, Swiss chard, 

halibut, black beans, and almonds. Z  JENNIFER GRAHAM

 

Top triathlete’s picks [see story on page 22]:

Dahlia Triquet
“I love running or bicycling with 

music. It gives me a beat to fol-

low! But I have very special taste 

concerning music!”

Aer, Slow Down ft. June

Wilderness Crew, People
Wilderness Crew, The Push
Gossip, Heavy Cross
Florence and the machine, You 

Got The Love (the XX remix)

David Guetta, Memories ft. 

Kid Cudi

Keri Hilson, Pretty Girl Rocks
MSTRKRFT, Heartbreaker
Ram Jam, BlackBetty
Sam Adams, Still I rise

Kyle Jones
“I have a pretty big variety 

of songs on my ipod which 

people tend to find quite amus-

ing, everything from top 40 to 

country. My favourite app is 

definitely Accuweather.”

David Gray, Jackdaw
Flo-Rida, Whistle
Outasight, Tonight is the Night
Skrillex, Bangarang
Pitbull, International Love
Jason Aldean, She's Country
Drapht, Sing it
Keith Anderson, Pickin' 

Wildflowers
Kaskade, Fire in your New Shoes
Eric Church, Drink in my Hand
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A healthy business gives employees a safe and enriching psychological and physical 

environment. As well, the personal fitness and health of each employee contributes to the 

strength of the business overall. OptiMYz celebrates the companies that understand what it 

means to have a healthy workplace. In the Fall of 2012 OptiMYz will present the Healthy 

Workplace Awards, showcasing companies that have achieved a level of health and fitness 

beyond the norm.

  To nominate your company, email Claire at crogers@optimyz.ca.  Please include your name 

and contact details. Members of the CN Centre for Occupational Health and Safety at Saint 

Mary’s University will conduct a survey of the nominated companies in the spring and 

summer of 2012.
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the locker room

FOR Chuck Wurster, the marathon was about making a differ-
ence—to save another person from suffering as his wife had. 
Wurster lost his wife, Cheryl, to complications from blood can-

cer. She was 36 years old.
In 2006, shortly after giving birth to their daughter, Cheryl was 

diagnosed with Myelodysplastic Syndrome (MDS). Since MDS could turn 
into Acute Myeloid Leukemia at any time, she was given the option of 
a bone marrow transplant. In 2007, she underwent intense chemothera-
py, full body radiation, and a bone marrow transplant. Cheryl developed 
graft-versus-host disease as the donated marrow began attacking her 
body. In early 2011, after a car accident, she developed pneumonia and 
later contracted meningitis. After several surgeries, she slipped into a 
coma and passed away on October 17, 2011.

Wurster heard about the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society’s Team In 
Training. Signing up to run the Madrid Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon with TNT, 
he set out to raise $50,000. By February 2012 he surpassed that goal, 
setting a Canadian record for the most funds raised by a TNT partici-
pant. Later that month he ran the Disney Princess Half Marathon with 
TNT and then decided to form Team Wurster to raise $25,000 at the 
Scotiabank Blue Nose Marathon in Halifax, NS. To recognize his fund-
raising efforts, The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society set up The Cheryl 
Wurster Memorial Fund to fund an LLS-funded scientist. Z

M O R E  I N FO
 » To donate or join Team Wurster, visit tinyurl.com/teamwursterfall2012

 » For more information about Team In Training, visit teamintraining.ca

READY TO ROCK: Team in Training runners Amanda Pineiro, Chuck 
Wurster, Phil Diocon and Ann Allen complete The Madrid Marathon in 
April 2012.
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EAT ZEST

AN alarming one in three adults 
has high blood pressure, reports 
the Harvard Health Beat newslet-

ter. Known medically as hypertension, many 
people don't even know they have it because 
it has no symptoms or warning signs. But 
when elevated blood pressure is accompanied 
by abnormal cholesterol and blood sugar 
levels, the damage to your arteries, kidneys, 
and heart accelerates. Fortunately, high blood 
pressure is easy to detect and treat. Sometimes 
people can keep blood pressure in a healthy 
range simply by making lifestyle changes, such 
as losing weight, increasing activity and eating 
more healthfully.

While it silently damages blood vessels, 
the heart and other organs, it isn’t a disease 
but a sign that something is wrong in the 

body. In some people, the culprit is a narrow-
ing of the arteries supplying the kidneys, an 
overactive thyroid gland or adrenal glands. 
When these are treated, blood pressure drops. 
More often, though, doctors find no under-
lying cause for high blood pressure. This is 
called essential hypertension.

The condition alters what you should eat 
and how active you need to be, since a low-
sodium diet and exercise are important ways to 
help keep blood pressure in check. Some people 
may need to take one or more pills a day.

High blood pressure contributes to the 
development of stroke, heart attack, heart 
failure, and kidney disease. In the US, it 
accounts for about 60,000 deaths a year and 
contributes to another 300,000. The aver-
age life span for people with it is five years 

shorter than it 
is for those with 
normal blood 
pressure.

Still, there is a 
lot a person can do to 
help keep it in check. 
Achieve and maintain a 
healthy weight for your height. 
Exercise regularly. Eat a diet that is rich in 
fruits, vegetables and whole grains. Limit sodi-
um intake to under 2,300 milligrams a day 
(one teaspoon of salt), and get plenty of 
potassium (at least 4,700 mg per day) from 
fruits and vegetables. Drink alcohol in moder-
ation, if at all. Reduce stress. Monitor your 
blood pressure regularly, and work with your 
doctor to keep it in a healthy range. Z  STAFF
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dear doctor WITH JULIE T. CHEN, M.D.

THERE are many things that are great 
about the sun. It just feels good to be 
outside, exposed to warmth and fresh 

air. Time in the sun gives that general sense of 
wellbeing. Many people love to exercise out-
doors, even if it’s just going for a walk. And 
we all need the vitamin D you get from it that 
has a positive impact on your health.

However, your concern for healthy skin 
care during the summer time is important 
these days. The UV index is increasing and so 
is its resultant damage to the skin. Here are 
seven steps to protecting your largest—and 
most exposed—organ:

1 My first recommendation is, of course, 
to use sunscreen. There is no real need 

to use sunscreen that has more than SPF 50. 
Going beyond that gets you only minimal 
additional protection.

2 It’s also important to remember that 
your head is exposed to the sun as 

well. Since it’s difficult to get sunscreen onto 
your scalp, the best way to protect it is just to 
wear a hat. 

3 Depending on the colour and other 
variables of your clothing, when you are 

outdoors you may still need sunscreen 
over areas that are clothed. If you are 
wearing thin, light-coloured clothing you may 
need to apply sunscreen even to covered areas 
of your body. 

4 The other part of your body you 
need to be careful with during the 

long hours under the sun is your eyes, 
which are also easily injured by the sun. This 
is a concern not just for the summer time but 
throughout the year. Using sunglasses that 
protect against UVA and UVB is important. 
Long-term damage from the sun can lead to 
eye conditions such as macular degeneration. 
So make sure you don’t neglect your eyes this 
summer.

5 Remember to use topical antioxi-
dants at night to help reverse any sun 

damage. If you have age spots, you can ask 
your dermatologist about hydroquinone and 
retinol. However, there are also natural alter-
natives such as licorice, vitamin C, vitamin A, 
resveratrol, grape extract, and various other 
products that can even be found in your local 
neighborhood drug store. Using antioxidants 
to help reverse damage done during the day is 
essential for overall skin health. 

6 Antioxidant therapy should involve 
more than just topical creams or 

serums. The most important antioxidants you 
want to add to your skin regimen come from 
the nutrients you get in foods like fruits and 
vegetables. Your skin needs nutrients to grow 
healthy and look vibrant. When your diet is 
full of processed foods and sugars, your skin 
tends to look dull. With excess sugar in your 

Dear Dr. Julie, I love being in the sun but I’m worried about 
my skin health. What are some things I can do to protect my 
skin this summer?

blood from a high-sugar diet, you are more 
prone to getting sun spots and wrinkles. Your 
diet is as important as your topical skin regi-
men to the long-term health of your skin. A 
diet high in fruits and vegetables keeps your 
skin more resilient against the damages of the 
sun from the inside out.

7 My last recommendation: Remember 
to hydrate your body and your skin. 

Water is an essential part of all cellular func-
tioning. Cellular repair requires water to make 
sure the repair process occurs at an optimal 
level. After a fun day in the sun, drink lots 
of water to provide your skin cells with some 
healthy topical moisturizers. 

In the long run, if you make sure to take 
the necessary steps in skin health prevention, 
you can help to slow down the skin aging pro-
cess while still being able to enjoy the sun. Z

Dr. Julie T. Chen, MD, is an integrative medicine 

physician with her own practice in San Jose, CA. 

Check out her website at makinghealthyez.com.

Seven steps to protecting 
your skin this summer
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Enjoy Brita® -filtered tap water anywhere.

Introducing the NEW Brita® Bottle with a filter inside.

1 Brita®  Bottle filter can replace  
as many as 300 water bottles*
*Standard 500 mL bottle
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Top tennis pros like Djokovic need more than 

talent to win. It takes fitness, nutrition and a 

solid mental game to reach the highest levels 

of their sport.

BY PETE ZIEBRON

fitness 

AS all athletes know, talent will only take you so far. The better 

you get, the harder it is to improve—and even not slip back-

wards. After reaching the pinnacle of his tennis career last year, 

Mardy Fish is struggling to maintain the solid form he displayed on 

court in 2012.

Last year, at age 29, American Mardy 
Fish achieved the highest ranking in his 
career, peaking at number seven in the world. 
When he was the silver medalist at the 2004 
Summer Olympic Games in Athens, many 
tennis fans expected Fish to parlay that suc-
cess into a Top 10 ranking.

However, Fish would only reach as high as 
number 18 in the world following the Olympics 
and despite winning a handful of smaller titles 
on the ATP Tour, never realized his true poten-
tial. In 2009, he underwent knee surgery—a 
sign that he was carrying too much weight.

Fish rededicated himself to the sport 
after the surgery and started a full workout 
regimen beginning in September 2009. He 
dropped 30lbs, won five titles and improved 
his ranking from number 53 in the world to 
a top 10.

Did Fish regret that he did not get with 
the fitness program sooner in his career? "I 
took a lot of things for granted in this sport,” 
he told me. “My knee trouble was the kick in 
the butt I needed to get into shape. I don't 
get tired as much with 30 less pounds, so I'm 
able to do a lot more."

Masters 
of their 
domain

The new outlook that Fish brought to 
the court was not lost on his opponents. "I 
knew I’d put in a ton of work,” he said. “I 
knew I'd done all I could to be healthy and 
fit on and off the court. That in itself gives 
you a lot of confidence."

That year Fish was able to defeat then 
world number four Andy Murray all three 
times they played. "I always had the abil-
ity to beat a lot of good players, but not 
consistently,” he said. “Now I feel like I can 
do it now over the long haul." As a result 
of his dedication to fitness, Mardy Fish 
went deep into several tournaments last 
year, including defeating world number two 
Rafael Nadal in Cincinnati.

The path to number one
Current world number one Novak Djokovic 
also credits hard work off the court with 
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helping him to win three Grand Slams in 
2011, go 6-0 against Rafael Nadal last year, 
and gain the top ranking in the world.

Two years ago in Cincinnati, Djokovic 
was firmly established as the number three 
player in the world behind Nadal and Roger 
Federer when I asked him about his training 
program. "I've worked very hard ever since I 
took up a racquet for the first time,” he said. 
“Most of the success I've had is because of 
the work."

In recent years, Djokovic has had to 
retire from matches, including several Grand 
Slams, often due to respiratory problems. He 
was not able to breathe, particularly in the 
heat. I attended a match he played against 
Stanislaus Wawrinka in 2009 in the desert 
heat of Indian Wells, California. Djokovic 
struggled until the sun went down. Then he 
came alive and went on to win.

"It's something in my genetics,” he told 
me. “I am maybe more sensitive to the heat 
than the other players. But I'm working on 
some things that will improve my game and 
help me in the heat."

He changed his diet considerably, con-
suming only gluten free-foods. “This helped, 
but I think the overall assessment of my suc-
cess is my agility as a player and as a person,” 
he told me. “I got stronger in a couple ele-
ments in my game—I just got better." 

Djokovic also strove to improve his men-
tal game. Having saved match point against 
Roger Federer in the 2010 US Open semifinals, 
he brimmed with a newfound confidence that 
would lead to his success in 2011.

"This is a very mental sport,” he said 
at the Open. “Playing at the top level for 
the last couple of years, I was aware of the 
importance of the mental approach. You 

need to have a high level of confidence. You 
need to believe you can win matches when 
you're playing against top guys. I got better 
on the court. I just know what to do, and 
I’ve matured, as well."

He went on to win the US Open, 
defeating Rafael Nadal in the final. It was 
his 10th title of 2011, which also included 
the Australian Open, Wimbledon and five 
Masters 1000 titles.

Meanwhile, many players were 
inspired by Mardy Fish and his practices as 
he blazed a new trail. In fact, a few of us 
would joke that certain players needed to 
"get with the Mardy Fish diet" when they 
appeared to be sluggish on the court. 
Apparently, many in the field took note 
and are indeed putting in the work off the 
court, both physically and mentally. Nice 
to see. Z

BE CRAZY

Aff air of the heart 
After several episodes of a racing 
heartbeat early in 2012, Mardy Fish 
underwent a two-hour electrophysiol-
ogy procedure at Cedars-Sinai Hospital 
near his home in L.A. Doctors inserted 
two catheters and guided them through 
a main vein to his heart, reported USA 
Today. They induced the extreme pal-
pitations and pinpointed where the 
misfiring was occurring. Fish said the 
offending electrical circuitry was then 
"singed and rendered "dormant."

The doctors feel the procedure was 
successful. Fish expected to be back on 
court in time for Wimbledon or earlier.
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BACK in March I was sifting through 
my mail one day and came across a 
letter from the University of Western 

Ontario. At first I thought it was just some 
alumni notice, but then I saw that the letter 
was from the university President’s office, so 
I thought to myself, “I should open this right 
away.” When I read it, I was totally blown 
away! UWO had decided to award me an 
honourary doctorate degree (LLD) for my work 
in fitness and autism. To say that I was both 
humbled and proud is an understatement.

The letter told me something else really 
great—that I would receive the doctorate in 

front of all the graduating students from the 
Faculty of Health Sciences and the Schulich 
School of Medicine and Dentistry. Here was 
an opportunity to address the next generation 
of doctors, dentists and nurses. These young 
people will lead us to exciting opportuni-
ties. One of the greatest is exploring the full 
potential of the preventative and healing 
power of fitness. With all the stresses in our 

current healthcare system, we need to find 
better ways of keeping people well.

I graduated from UWO with honours in 
kinesiology. What a privilege it was to stand on 
this same stage over 30 years later. Way back 
then, I was actually in a master’s program in 
exercise physiology and ended up leaving the 
program to open my first club. People thought 
I was a radical because my goal was to get 
everyone in shape. I wanted to go out and 
work in the field as opposed to being a teacher 
in the classroom. I wanted to take what I’d 
learned and share it. There is no drug, no high-
tech machine, no lab tests that can deliver 

what exercise can. You can’t bottle it, you can’t 
swallow it, you can’t x-ray it, but you can do it! 

When I had the privilege of addressing 
these young health care graduates, I talked 
about my great admiration for the choice they 
made to devote themselves to this challeng-
ing career. There has been so much progress. 
There is much more awareness and scientific 
evidence now than existed even 15 years ago 

Becoming Dr. Patch
‘There is no drug, no high-tech machine that can deliver what 

exercise can. You can’t bottle it, you can’t swallow it, you can’t 

x-ray it, but you can do it!’

inspiration WITH DAVID PATCHELL-EVANS 

about the benefits of regular exercise.
Unequivocally, physical activity contrib-

utes to our well-being and quality of life. Of 
the many hundreds of students in that convo-
cation auditorium, if only even a handful were 
persuaded to write an exercise prescription for 
their patients, then this day that was such an 
honour for me would be rightly about them. 

We are all taking the science of exercise 
and applying it to make a difference. I have 
long been an advocate of persuading frontline 
doctors and other health professionals to give 
their patients a prescription for exercise. In 
the past few years, many health professionals 
have shared with me their wish that health 
care could become more oriented to preven-
tion of illness and promotion of wellness. All 
of us want to see that happen. 

The neat thing is that you, the reader, are 
already part of it. You’re the person who goes 
to the club, goes out for a walk or a run, and 
enjoys physical activity—you are the reflection 
of fitness. You are a perfect example for your 
family and friends and for society. It shows 
in your health, your vibrant self-esteem, your 
positive attitude, your emotional awareness 
and your actions. You are reaping the benefits 
of regular exercise. Research tells us how exer-
cise is good for everyone. Yet you’re the ones 
who show it. So the next time you have an 
appointment with your doctor, tell them how 
great regular exercise is. 

Tell them Dr. Patch said so! Z

David Patchell-Evans is CEO, GoodLife Fitness, 

and bestselling author of The Real Sexy, Smart 

and Strong. davidpatchellevans.com.
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What Makes Us Good ‘n Natural®?
Cranberries, Almonds, Oats, Walnuts, Flax seeds, Peanuts, Chocolate, Pumpkin 

seeds... lots of good, whole food ingredients. Born in Sun Valley, Idaho, these bars 

were created by an athlete and nutritionist for fellow athletes to fuel their active lifestyles. 

New Good ‘n Natural® Fruit, Nut and Seed bars are as good for you as they are delicious. 

We dare you to compare our ingredients to your regular snack! Available in 

Cranberry Almond, Peanut Butter and Chocolate. Are you Good ‘n Natural®?

Pure Oats  High Source of Fiber  10g of Protein  Vegetarian  No Added Dairy

Any Flavour                              Bar®

Please write in retail price
up to a maximum value 

of $1.99

 MANUFACTURER’S COUPON EXPIRATION DATE: Oct. 1, 2012

 To the Dealer: 

To the Consumer: 

and your local independent health retailer.

To fi nd a participating retailer near you, 
call 1-800-665-8820.

www.goodnnaturalbar.com

Available in the 
pharmacy section at

©2012 Good ‘n Natural Manufacturing Corp.         12-GB-1005sjs
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The 3D arm
workout

Sculpt stronger and sexier bi’s, tri’s and forearms—with 
high definition visible from any angle.
BY ADRIAN VEINOT | PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLY CLARK

AS a fulltime personal trainer and physique 

competitor I have been a regular at the gym 

for years. The questions I get most often are 

about arms: How do I build bulging biceps? What is 

the best way to tone my triceps?

The desire for a pair of balanced and sculpted arms isn’t just a 
FAQ. It is something I have striven for myself since my early teens. 
In fact, I have been seen performing biceps curls in my sleep! In this 
workout I’m sharing years of professional trial and error. If that isn’t 
enough, this time it’s personal.

The 3D workout I've created uses tri-sets and super-sets in a 
method that delivers high intensity overload and results that you've 
never experienced before. This workout is designed to accentuate 
muscle bellies that will make your arms pop. And I have taken into 
consideration that our arms are often half covered by t-shirts. The 3D 
arm workout will sculpt a powerful and aesthetic forearm, completing 
your perfect arm proportions.

Adrian Veinot is a Nutrabolics athlete, WBFF pro muscle model, fitness 

personality, GoodLife Personal Trainer, model and author. Watch him on 

YouTube, follow him on Twitter and like him on Facebook.

The workout
This workout consists of a biceps tri-set and a triceps super-set, 
each consisting of advanced and unique exercises combined to 
ignite new muscle fiber growth and incinerate fat cells. You'll 
perform the first three exercises in order as a tri-set, one after 
another. Do A1, immediately followed by A2, immediately followed 
by A3. Then rest two minutes before repeating the series.

After your third set, move on to the exercises in group B 
and repeat those three times in similar superset fashion. Pay 
close attention to the sets and reps with each exercise: As your 
rep ranges change from set to set, so will your weight selection. 
As a rule of thumb, as your reps increase your weight selection 
decreases, and vice versa. Lifting for tempo—the speed of 
repetitions—is also crucial for proper exercise execution.

workout

The exercises in this routine are to be performed at a tempo 

of 3-0-1-1: lower, stretch, lift, pause.

 » Eccentric (negative/lowering the weight) 3

 » Stretch: Pause between eccentric and concentric 0

 » Concentric (positive/lifting the weight) 1

 » Contraction: Pause between concentric and eccentric 1
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STAB PAIN

A1: 45% Zottman curls
Muscle emphasis: Biceps Brachii, Brachialis, Brachioradialis.

1 SET OF 10 REPS, 1 SET OF 8 REPS, 1 SET OF 6 REPS

Preparation: Sit back on 45-60 degree incline bench. With arms hang-

ing straight down, position two dumbbells with palms facing inward.

Execution: With elbows back to sides, raise one dumbbell and rotate 

forearm until forearm is vertical and palm faces upward. Turn palm 

downward and lower to original position. Repeat with opposite arm. 

Continue to alternate between sides.

 THIS EXERCISE MAY BE PERFORMED BY ALTERNATING (AS 

DESCRIBED), SIMULTANEOUS, OR IN SIMULTANEOUS-ALTERNATING FASH-

ION. WHEN ELBOW IS FULLY FLEXED, IT CAN TRAVEL FORWARD SLIGHTLY, 

ALLOWING FOREARMS TO BE NO MORE THAN VERTICAL.

A3: Barbell spider curls
Muscle emphasis: The long head (lateral head) of biceps 
is activated significantly more than short head (medial 
head) of biceps. Brachialis.

1 SET OF 15 REPS, 1 SET OF 12 REPS, 1 SET OF 10 REPS

Preparation: Lie prone on incline bench with shoulders near 

top of incline. Knees can rest on seat or legs can be straddled to 

sides. From low rack or partner, grasp curl bar with shoulder-

width, palms-up grip.

Execution: Raise bar until arms are flexed. Lower barbell until 

arms are fully extended. Repeat.

Preparation

Preparation
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workout 3D ARM WORKOUT

A2: Barbell drag curls
Muscle emphasis: Biceps Long head, Brachialis, Brachioradialis.

1 SET OF 10 REPS | 1 SET OF 8 REPS | 1 SET OF 6 REPS

Preparation: Grasp bar with shoulder-width, palms-up grip.

Execution: Raise barbell straight up so elbows travel back as elbows flex. Follow 

contour of hips and waist. As elbows continue to flex, begin bringing elbows for-

ward when forearms rises past horizontal position. Continue upward over chest 

until forearms are perpendicular. Lower until arms are fully extended. Repeat.

 BRINGING ELBOWS BACKWARD, ALLOWING FOREARMS TO BE NO MORE THAN 

VERTICAL, PERMITS A RELATIVE RELEASE OF TENSION IN MUSCLES BETWEEN REP-

ETITIONS.

B1: Two-rope triceps 
press downs
Muscle emphasis: Triceps (lateral 
head).

1 SET OF15 REPS | 1 SET OF 12 REPS | 1 SET OF 10 REPS

Preparation: Face high pulley and grasp two-

rope attachment with clinched hands side by 

side (palms in). Position elbows to side.

Execution: Extend arms down. Turn palms 

down at bottom. Return until forearm is close 

to upper arm and hands are in original posi-

tion. Repeat.

 THE TWO-ROPE ATTACHMENT PROVIDES 

ADDITIONAL RANGE OF MOTION. STAY CLOSE 

TO CABLE TO PROVIDE RESISTANCE AT TOP OF 

MOTION.

Preparation

Preparation
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HOWL AT THE MOON

B2: EZ Bar pullover/skull 
crushers
Muscle emphasis: The long head and lateral head of 
triceps.

1 SET OF 15 REPS | 1 SET OF 12 REPS | 1 SET OF 10 REPS

Preparation: Lie on bench with narrow overhand grip 

on EZ barbell. Position barbell over shoulders with arms 

extended.

Execution: Lower bar to forehead by bending elbows. 

Keeping elbows bent, lower the bar behind your head to 

the floor for a stretch. Raise the bar back to your forehead. 

Extend arms and repeat.

 SLOW BARBELL'S DESCENT AS IT APPROACHES FOREHEAD. EXERCISE 

CAN ALSO BE PERFORMED WITH ELBOW TRAVELING SLIGHTLY BACK 

DURING EXTENSION. WITH THIS ALTERED FORM, BARBELL ESSENTIALLY 

MOVES IN STRAIGHT LINE, UP AND DOWN, OVER FOREHEAD.

C1: Crossbody dumbbell 
hammer curls
Muscle emphasis: Brachioradialis, Brachialis, 
Biceps Brachii.

1 SET OF 10 REPS | 1 SET OF 8 REPS | 1 SET OF 6 REPS

Preparation: Position two 

dumbbells to sides, palms facing 

in, arms straight.

Execution: With elbows to sides, 

raise one dumbbell across your 

body until forearm is vertical and 

thumb faces shoulder. Lower to 

original position and repeat with 

alternative arm.

Preparation

Preparation
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The great running shoe debate
When it comes to selecting a shoe style that is right for you and your running regime, 
there is no “one size fits all” answer.
BY DAVID HOLT

THE human propulsion system is a miracle of biomechanical 

engineering. The hip-leg-foot system is a complex combination of 

bone, tendon and muscle with just the right amount of strength 

and flexibility.

Still, it is a delicate system that gets more 
fragile as you age. With one wrong move, the 
highly skilled and super-fit soccer player David 
Beckham ruptured his Achilles tendon.

Lately, the minimalist shoe and even 
barefoot running have become popular topics 
among athletes looking to build strength, bal-
ance and flexibility. This is how our ancestors 
evolved, the argument goes. Let’s get back to 
nature, or as close to it as we can.

“This works well for some,” Freeman 
Churchill tells me over coffee. Churchill is 
an athlete, certified pedorthist, and overall 
scholar of running and footwear. The running 
community is split over the issue of barefoot/
minimalist versus traditional shoes, he says, 
with zealots on either side of the debate 
hardly speaking to each other.

You can find ways to run safely either 
way, he says, but you have to be aware of 
the research and your own biomechanics. 
“You can be in shape and using a minimalist 
shoe—or go barefoot—and push too hard on 
a long run and get a spontaneous fracture,” 
he says. The metatarsals (toes) have spring 
but are fairly easy to break, especially if the 
big toe is unstable, which increases the load 
on the others.

As Chris MacDonald wrote in Born to Run, 
our forebears ran long distances but they took 
breaks and generally didn’t run fast. Shoes 

may encourage you to run faster than the rest 
of your body can handle. The biggest culprit, 
Churchill emphasizes, is bad posture. Also, we 
may try to run through an injury when what 
the body needs to do is rest.

Running shoes don’t injure people, he 
says, running does. The harder you push your-
self, the more likely you are to get injured. 
“Injuries are the disease of the excellent,” said 
running expert George Sheehan.

Done properly, running helps to keep you 
young, says Churchill. In his case, he was a 
competitive distance runner for decades until 
an old hockey injury caught up with him. Now 
he swims competitively in the pool.

For those interested in trying minimalist 
shoes, he suggest starting slowly, using them 
twice a week for walks and short runs and 
using traditional shoes the rest of the time 
and for longer runs. You also need to adjust 
your posture and run with your weight more 
forward on the mid-foot. Always race in shoes 
you are comfortable in.

After a race, take some time off. Walk or 
swim to get exercise. This allows not only the 
musculoskeletal system to recover but also the 
oxygen capacity of the blood as well as the 
neurological system. “You put your heart and 
soul into training and racing,” he says. “After 
being so psyched up you can go into a depres-
sion afterwards.”

Top running mistakes

1 Over-training: Trying to do too 

much without adaptation.

2 Poor technique: Not learning to 

run efficiently.

3 Footwear that doesn’t fit 

properly or isn’t right for the 

surface and conditions.

Quick fi xes

1 Do yoga to gain flexibility, 

especially through the hip 

flexors and hamstrings. 

2 Train your calves by doing seated 

or standing calf raises in the 

gym.

3 Increase your pace to at least 85 

strides per minute.

Source: Freeman Churchill
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Elite triathletes live in a kind of bubble, 
logging endless kilometres on the bike, on 
the road and in the water, with long flights 
to compete in far-flung places. You have to 
love the life, not just the sport. Professional 
triathlete Kyle Jones, 27, and elite amateur 
Dahlia Triquet, 17, certainly do—swimming, 
biking and running their way to the top of 
their sport and representing Canada on the 
world stage.

Jones recently clocked a 13th place 
finish in the first round of the ITU World 
Triathlon Series in Sydney, Australia. “I was 
right in the thick of it,” he says. The six-year 
Canadian National Triathlon Team member 
finished the Olympic distance—1,500 m 
swim, 40 km bike ride and 10 km run—in 
1:52:03, less than a minute off German 
Steffen Justus’s 1:51:04 first-place finish. It 
was a battle to the finish line.

Dahlia Triquet is an up-and-coming ama-
teur out of St-Sauveur, Québec. Only 17 years 
old, she started running triathlons when she 

was 10. Her stellar performance in the 2011 
Apple Triathlon in Kelowna, BC qualified her 
for the 2012 Grand Final, the most prestigious 
race on the ITU calendar each year. On Oct. 
22 in Auckland, New Zealand, she will com-
pete against 2,500 amateur athletes from 40 
countries to become World Champion of her 
age group. 

Both athletes are gearing up for the 
biggest events of their athletic lives. For 
Triquet, it’s the Grand Final. For Jones, it’s the 
Olympics—the pinnacle of sport.

Training with dad
Triquet and Jones both hail from athletic 
households. Growing up near Burlington, Ont., 
Jones played every sport there was, finding 
early success in cross country and track and 
field. When his father—a paddling coach at two 
Olympic Games—began running triathlons in 
the 1980’s, Jones entered the triathlon’s kiddie 
version called Kids of Steel. He started 
training with his father for the fun of it. 

CONNECT YOUR BODY TO EARTH

Canadian triathletes 
Kyle Jones and 
Dahlia Triquet are 
gearing up for the 
biggest races of their 
athletic careers.
BY KELLY TRUSLOW

ONCE you make it to the highest level in any sport, progress 

comes in small increments. It’s a mix of talent, dedication and 

desire. Top-seeded Canadian triathlete Kyle Jones is coming into 

his own, outperforming his mentor Simon Whitfield and on the verge of 

racing for the Olympic podium. Dahlia Triquet, a 17-year old phenom, 

is preparing for next fall’s International Triathion Union (ITU) World 

Triathlon Series Grand Final in New Zealand.

HE PROTÉGÉE

Triathlon
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“It progressed from there,” Jones says today.
Triquet’s father Christian is a recreational 

triathlete. When he’s not busy as president 
of Merrell Canada, the high-performance 
footwear and apparel company, he races in 
weekend triathlon events, posting respect-
able times in the Olympic triathlon distance 
(2:22:14 at the 2011 Esprit Triathlon and 
Triathlon de Montreal). Dahlia often takes long 
bike rides with her father, training she admits 
she needs extra motivation to get through. 
“I’m very lucky to have an active, supportive 
family that helps me stay conscious of my diet 
and to be diligent in my training,” she says.

In 2003, Jones won the Canadian Junior 
title. The following summer, just before the 
Athens Olympics in 2004, Simon Whitfield—

the first male Olympic champion in the 
triathlon in Sydney 2000 and the reigning 
king of the Canadian triathlon world—invited 
a group of under-23 athletes to a training 
camp in Penticton, B.C. Jones was slated to 
stay for a couple of weeks, but Whitfield 
and his coach Lance Watson saw something 
special. Jones was invited to finish out the 
summer and trained alongside Whitfield until 
he left for Athens. 

“That was the turning point,” Jones says, 
“where I thought I could actually do some-
thing—go to the Olympics and make a career 
of it.” He made the decision to leave the 
University of Guelph and move to Victoria to 
train with Whitfield at the National Training 
Centre. He was just 19. “Simon took me under 

his wing,” Jones says. “He had a lot to offer in 
terms of his experience in the sport and the 
success he had. I figured, Who better to learn 
from than the champion?”

Qualifying for the Grand Final at the 
Apple Triathlon was Triquet’s biggest accom-
plishment. She covered the sprint distance—a 
750 m swim, 20 km bike and 5 km run—in 
1:19:07. “I didn't know this race could get me 
to the Worlds,” she says. “It was only when I 
finished that my dad told me that because I 
arrived first in my category I would be able to 
go in New Zealand.”

Suff ering like crazy
For Jones, training days are variations on 
a theme. He rises around 6:30, has a small 
breakfast (usually a bowl of oatmeal or some 
toast and almond butter), and heads to the 
pool, where he spends from 75 to 90 minutes, 
swimming around 5 km. Then he heads home, 
has breakfast number two (a “proper 
breakfast” of eggs, cereal and yogurt), 

Growing up near Burlington, Ont., Jones played every sport 

there was, finding early success in cross country and track 

and field. 

Triathlon
Guide

“Because triathlons are really tough on your body and the pain doesn’t 

go away, you have to be very strong mentally to keep suffering. My 

friends who don’t train for triathlons think I’m crazy for doing this sport!” 

DAHLIA TRIQUET

THE PRO AND THE PROTÉGÉE
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THE PRO AND THE PROTÉGÉE

Tips from the top: Triathlons for everyone

“Everyone could do a triathlon! Start by doing 10Ks and practice long-

distance swimming and cycling. Don’t be ashamed to start with the 

smallest distances like a try-a-tri (triathlon for beginners); every-

one has to start somewhere. 

“Imagine that by gradually increasing your distances and event 

durations, you are enjoying the sport of triathlon for a longer 

time. And keep the love of the sport in your heart!”

DAHLIA TRIQUET

“It’s a natural sport in the sense that everyone grows up swimming, riding a 

bike around the block, and everyone’s running. I think there are a lot of 

triathletes out there who maybe don’t even know it. 

“Take it one step at a time. If you’re coming from a running 

background, get in the pool. Join a beginner’s triathlon club or 

beginner’s running clinic. Find someone to run with. It’s just more 

fun when you’re heading out with friends.”

KYLE JONES

and rests until workout numbers two and 
three: a bike ride and a run, varying in inten-
sity depending on the focus for that day. Bike 
rides range from 90 minutes to four hours, 
with runs from 30 minutes to two hours. In 
off time, he tries to maximise the recovery 
between sessions, fitting in treatment sessions 
such as massage, physio or chiropractic.

Triquet keeps a strict balance between 
schoolwork and training. “At first, I liked to 
train with a group because mentally I was not 
tough enough to train alone,” she says. “When 
you suffer as a group, it is always encourag-
ing!” Now she trains alone for swimming and 
running. On a typical training day, she begins 
the day with a morning swim, takes a cof-
fee break with a friend and goes for a harder 
bike ride with her dad and boyfriend in the 
afternoon. It’s a family affair, with mom still 
handling her nutrition.

Both Triquet and Jones are coached by 
the best. Triquet recently returned from a 
training camp in Florida, where eight teen-
age female triathletes were coached by Lisa 

Bentley, an 11-time Ironman winner and 
Triquet’s role model.

Jones worked with elite coach Joel Filliol 
from 2006 to 2008, until Filliol was offered 
the opportunity to work with the British 
national triathlon team. When Filliol moved 
back to Canada last year, Jones began con-
templating a coaching change—and leaving 
Camp Whitfield to set out on his own path. 

Signing on to train with Filliol again was 
a symbolic move for Jones: He was stepping 
out from behind his mentor’s sizable shadow. 
“When I was training with Simon, I looked 
up to him for so many years,” he says. “But 
in order for me to go to that next level I had 
to work my way up. I got on par with him, 
then I started beating him in races. For me to 
have succeeded I had to start trusting my own 
instincts and not rely on other people. The 
last couple of years I was maybe looking up to 
Simon too much. What’s best for him is not 
necessarily what’s best for me.”

Confidence is everything in triathlon, 
Triquet says. “Because triathlons are really 

tough on your body and the pain doesn’t go 
away, you have to be very strong mentally to 
keep suffering. My friends who don’t train for 
triathlons think I’m crazy for doing this sport!” 

In preparation for the World 
Championships, Triquet is training along-
side her dad. “The fun part of the World 
Championships is that my dad qualified for 
this race as well,” she says. “We are daughter 
and father going to New Zealand!” 

Jones is looking forward to the Olympics. 
“I’m in a good place right now,” he says. “I’ve 
been the top Canadian finisher for the last few 
races. I’ve shown I’m right there. I just gotta keep 
racing well and make sure I’m the top guy.”

You’ll find Dahlia Triquet racing in Quebec 
this summer in preparation for the ITU World 
Triathlon Series’ Grand Final on October 18-22 
in Auckland, New Zealand. Tune in and support 
Kyle Jones as he races for the Olympic podium 
in London on August 4 and 7. When these ath-
letes step up to the starting line, there will be 
only one thing on their minds: Getting to the 
finish line as quickly as possible. Z
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What  
are you  
reaching 
for?
Everyone has goals. For us, it was to make 
an award winning light beer with lemon 
and lime flavour and somehow, brew it to 
67 calories per 341ml. The result being 
that Molson Canadian 67 Sublime was 
recently named Winner of a 2012 Best 
New Product Award*.  

We hope you enjoy it as much as we  
enjoy brewing it. Cheers.  

* Based on a national study by BrandSpark International.  
For more information visit www.bestnewproducts.ca.
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Lisa Bentley
Ironwoman

LISA BENTLEY of Etobicoke, Ontario is one of 

the most successful Ironman athletes ever. In 

1988, she was diagnosed with cystic fibrosis, 

yet she’s won Ironman races an astonishing 11 times—

covering the 3.86 km swim, 180.25 km bike, and a 

marathon run (42.2 km) in around nine hours. Since 

retiring from professional racing in 2010, Bentley is on 

to her next adventure: Coaching a bright young crop of 

triathletes, including Dahlia Triquet. 

OptiMYz: Why did you want to transition into being a coach? 

Lisa Bentley: I was a teacher for seven years and I love to teach: 
Coaching is really an extension of teaching. Also, I have experienced 
every possible struggle and emotion that any athlete will experience 
and so I completely understand the sacrifice, the stress and the joy. I 
tailor workouts to an athlete’s lifestyle, rather than making them just 
the means to an end.

OP: What should beginner triathletes consider when 

searching for a coach?

LB: Do not accept a cookie cutter program. The coach should 
write notes into the workout to guide the effort level and to guide the 
athlete's mind. For example: “You should be out of breath. This will teach 
you how to swim the best you can with very little rest since that is what 
you will be doing when you race 1,500 m or 3.8 km in open water."

OP: What's one thing people training for a triathlon may 

overlook?

LB: Balance. You need to balance life, work and exercise. There 
is no sense in doing two workouts a day for two months if you get 
burned out and have to take a month off, or if you start to hate the 
sport and quit.

OP: Got any tried-and-true fitness and nutrition tips for 

recreational athletes? 

LB: Keep it simple. Avoid sugar and processed foods. Eat whole 
healthy foods with lots of fruits and veggies.

OP: How much of a great performance by an athlete is 

mental versus physical? 

LB: It’s 90% mental.
OP: What's the most triathlons anyone should race in a year?

LB: Depends on the distance. You need at least six weeks of 

Triathlon
Guide Q&A
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SUIT UP IN YOUR BIRTHDAY SUIT

unstructured training per year, so races fit around that. Recreational 
athletes should take off a few months between races, with workouts 
geared to a weakness.

OP: What would you say to someone who thinks doing a 

triathlon might be overwhelming? 

LB: Break it down into reasonable chunks. Swim, bike, run is what 
you did in summer camp. Try a short race of 300 m swim, 10 km ride 
and 2 km run—or do a relay.

OP: How do you work on transitions? 

LB: You set up your gear and just practise it in your driveway or 
wherever. The big transition to practise is bike-to-run. Do this once per 
week to get used to the feeling of tired legs as you start the run.

OP: What difference does a good coach make? 

LB: The coaching responsibility is huge. A good coach is your friend 
and mentor—it is a very personal relationship. You should be able to 
trust your coach with your concerns both on the race course and on a 
personal level. I consider myself as a life coach because I see triathlon 
as a lifestyle sport. I could never be a coach who just gave swim-bike-
run workouts. There is too much at stake on a personal level with each 
athlete.

OP: How important is it to have that natural rapport 

between the coach and the athlete? 

LB: It’s the most important thing. So when an athlete asks me to 
coach them and just send workout plans with no feedback because 
they want a cheaper price, I say I cannot do it. I am an all-or-nothing 
coach. I can’t only half care. Z

Feel the magic: Reflections on her career

First race: Hooked on a feeling
King City Triathlon, 1989. It had a magic-feeling, fun-

party atmosphere. I hyperventilated on the swim, didn’t 

take one drink on the bike—too afraid to take my hands 

off the handlebars—and loved the run. I was hooked.

Training: A day in the life
Wake at 4:45 am. Swim with swim team 5:30-7:30 am. 

Eat breakfast. Bike two to six hours depending on the 

day: Intervals, tempo, or just volume. Run 30 minutes 

to three hours: Intervals, tempo, strides, or volume. 

Physiotherapy two or three times a week to stay injury 

free. Massage twice a week. Active Release Therapy twice 

a week.

What she’s thinking: Training or racing
Finish what I start. Be positive. Love what I do. There 

is a reason for everything. Do the best I can with every 

situation.

THE NEXT GENERATION: Dahlia Triquet trained alongside her role 
model, Lisa Bentley (far left). Bentley, an 11-time Ironman winner, 
organized and coached eight promising young triathletes at her 
Florida-based training camp.
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is felt below the kneecap where the tendon of the quadricep muscle 
attaches to the lower leg. The crouched posture assumed by 

cyclists can cause the hip flexor (the psoas and iliacus 
muscles) to shorten, which may also increase quad-

riceps tension and be responsible for knee pain. 
There are many therapeutic options 

available to help deal with these injuries. A 
biomechanical assessment by a qualified 
health care professional such as a sports 
medicine physician, chiropractor or phys-
iotherapist with sports injury training is a 
good place to start.

Advanced soft tissue treatments such as the 
Graston Technique and Active Release Technique 

are commonly used to address adhesions and fascial 
restrictions in soft tissue and allow proper tissue mobil-

ity and oxygenation. Many kinesiological taping techniques 
can help cyclists maintain mechanical efficiency and neurological con-
trol of muscles and soft tissue. When applied by a professional, these 
taping techniques provide a way to continue training and minimize the 
risk of injury. A consistent stretching program focused on the lower 

Save your 
knees this 
cycling season
The knee is particularly vulnerable to all 
the RPMs riders rack up. Use these tips to 
protect it—and to deal with injury if it occurs.
BY AGOSTINO DI PAOLO, DC

THE sport of cycling is booming at all levels and for all ages. 
Whether you are new to road biking or a seasoned cyclist, keep 
in mind that without adequate care and preparation, all of 

those RPMs could add up to injury and a short-lived season.
Repetitive strain injuries (RSIs) occur when tissue 

is loaded repeatedly in a single direction—a prime 
characteristic of the actions involved in cycling. 
Due to its mechanical action in the pedal 
stroke, the cyclist’s knee is particularly sus-
ceptible to repetitive loading. The resulting 
pain can occur anywhere in the stroke 
but is most commonly experienced in the 
downward phase of the stroke, when the 
quadricep muscles are exerting strong 
forces around the kneecap. 

Along with inappropriate training errors 
(doing too much too soon), many other factors 
contribute to knee pain in cyclists. Muscle imbal-
ances anywhere along the lower kinetic chain can 
lead to improper tissue mobility, which can in turn lead to 
altered oxygenation and result in tissue breakdown and pain.

An overdeveloped outer quadricep muscle often overpowers the 
inner head of the muscle, which can cause patello-femoral pain syn-
drome. Patellar tendonitis is also a common syndrome, where the pain 

injury clinic
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Enjoy fitness with your friends and 
forget that you’re working out!

Expires September 30, 2012

*Limit one 1 visit trial per person. Non members and first 
time club visitor only. Must be 18 years or older. Other 

conditions apply. See club for details.

What are you waiting for?  Try a class today and start 
having FUN! 
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CHILL THE WAVE

body is also an important preventive measure that will keep muscles pli-
able and loose. Using a foam roller can also assist in preventing muscle 
tightness and cramping. 

Proper set-up of your bike is critical, especially when distances 
start to grow longer as the training season progresses. Proper seat 
height and pedal position are key to achieving a full revolution with 
optimal power transfer and minimal tissue loading. This also applies to 
pedal clip positioning. Although it will mean spending a few dollars, a 
proper bike fit by a certified provider is well worth the investment as 
it can maximize power and performance and optimize mechanical effi-
ciency, thereby reducing the risk of RSIs.

If you are dealing with sports-related knee pain, don’t delay 
having an assessment done by a qualified health care provider. 
Seek out a sports medicine physician or a chiropractor who deals 
with sports injuries on a regular basis and understands the nuanc-
es of your sport. Remember, the longer you wait, the longer it can 
take to heal! 

Here’s wishing you a healthy and injury-free cycling season! Z

Agostino Di Paolo, DC, is a Chiropractor at Cleveland Clinic Canada in 

Toronto: clevelandclinic.ca 

Repetitive strain 

injuries occur when 

tissue is loaded 

repeatedly in a single 

direction—a prime 

characteristic of the 

actions involved in 

cycling. Due to its 

mechanical action 

in the pedal stroke, 

the cyclist’s knee is 

particularly susceptible 

to repetitive loading. 

PHOTOGRAPHY: ©ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/KALASEK



Black 
Widow 
attacks
Scarlett Johansson got in top shape for the fight scenes in 
The Avengers: 'I learned to eat right and take care of my body.' 
BY JAN JANSSEN

cover



Recently, her career suffered a partial 
meltdown, only partly salvaged by her turn 
as Black Widow in Iron Man 2, while her 
private life came unravelled following her 
divorce from Ryan Reynolds. The split left 
Johansson adrift and in disarray.

But the 27-year-old’s world is spinning in 
a much smoother orbit of late. Her new film, 
The Avengers, directed by Josh Whedon, sees 
her reprise her role as Natasha Romanoff, aka 
Black Widow, the ultimate female superhero 
who fights alongside a star-studded cast that 
includes Robert Downey Jr. (Iron Man), Chris 
Hemsworth (Thor), Jeremy Renner (Hawkeye), 
Chris Evans (Captain America), and Samuel 
L. Jackson (Nick Fury). Never has Johansson 
looked as sexy as she struts about in her cat-
suit with considerable conviction and enjoys 
a spectacular series of fight scenes that even 
Jason Statham would envy.

In the meantime, Johansson has also 
found love and security in the arms of a hot-
shot New York ad executive, and has never 
looked more stunning or glamorous than she 
has of late, with her new swept-up blonde 
look and strutting the red carpet in a variety 
of low-cut outfits. Is this the beginning of a 
bright new chapter in Scarlett’s life?

"You go through different parts of your 
life where you feel more grounded than at 
other times," she observes. "I’m enjoying the 
films I’m working on now and the direction 
I’m heading in. I feel I’ve learned a lot about 
myself and I’m happier and more patient now."

Johansson’s work in The Avengers will 
go a long way into rebooting her career and 
firmly establishing her as one of Hollywood’s 
top sex symbols.

Scarlett, what was it like putting on 

the bodysuit again and reprising your 

role as Black Widow in The Avengers?

I love her, but not the costume. Black 
Widow is an iconic figure—the first female 
superhero. It’s been interesting for me to 
draw on her history and be able to define 
her in a modern setting. Josh (Whedon, the 
director of The Avengers) wanted to make 
sure that we stayed true to her origins and I 
enjoyed being able to capture something of 
the enigmatic and no-nonsense sides to her 
personality. When she launches into action, 
she’s all business. She’s like a machine you set 
into motion and she’s very hard to stop.

 Didn’t you feel sexy wearing the 

bodysuit?

It may look sexy on the outside but it’s 
extremely hot and sticky on the inside. In 
between takes, all our costumes are unzipped 
and some air conditioning venting unit goes 
in. Everyone in the cast had various things 
that we needed to do to feel comfortable. 
We would sit around trying not to think too 
much about how hot it was in our suits and 
not sweat too much in a warehouse which 
had no air conditioning and then forget all 
that once the cameras started rolling and 
we all had to look badass. Then Josh 
would call “Cut!” and we’re all like 

VER the years, we’ve seen Scarlett Johansson undergo a series 

of transformations. She first drew attention as a 14-year-old 

ingénue in The Horse Whisperer, then enchanted us as Bill 

Murray’s muse in Lost in Translation, before Woody Allen 

transformed her into a sultry temptress in Match Point and later in Vicky 
Cristina Barcelona.
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“Aarrrgh. God, this thing is so hot, get it off 
me, it’s awful!!”

Do you have to get yourself into a 

kickass mode to be able to do the action 

scenes and all the stunt work?

It was a mental challenge knowing that 
you’re going to get the crap kicked out of 
you on the set doing the stunts, and you’re 
also acutely aware that if you make a mis-
take doing a stunt it’s going to hurt a lot! 
That was the hardest part of the shoot for 
me, preparing to do very tough physical 
stunts every day and not worrying about get-
ting bruised and battered a bit. I spent a lot 
of time training to get ready for the film.

Did the guys you were fighting against 

take extra care during your fight sequenc-

es with them—or was it all out warfare?

It was basically all-out fighting and I felt 
like they were trying to kill me for six months. 
I had to ask one guy to take it easy on me 
because I was getting the crap kicked out of 
me and I didn’t want to wake up completely 
black and blue the next morning. Nobody took 
it easy on me on the set and it was hard for 
me to keep up with the boys at night because 
they liked to play hard and I had to remind 
them that I needed my beauty sleep!

You’re part of a very impressive cast 

that includes Robert Downey Jr., Jeremy 

Renner, Samuel L. Jackson, et al….

The cast is insane! When do you ever get 
to see this group of actors come together in 
this kind of fantasy world. And I definitely 
feel like it’s the grounded nature of this film. 
I think that’s a throwback to what people 
loved in Iron Man, the original. But it’s with a 
sci-fi infusion of escaping into this ultimate 
“other worldly reality,” but have it still be 
heartfelt and sincere.

You did a lot of advance training 

to get ready for The Avengers. Were you 

happy with the results?

Yes, I’ve never been fitter in my life. 
I had a fantastic trainer and even though 
sometimes you want to eat a box of cookies 
I actually enj oyed most of the healthy foods 
I had to survive on. I ate a lot of salmon and 

kale and a lot of good 
stuff that made me more 
conscious of eating the 
right foods and taking 
care of your body that 
way. 

This movie will do 

a lot to add to your sex 

symbol image. How 

do enjoy that kind of 

image?

I don’t think very 
much about that. It’s 
something that’s really 
not part of your world 
and exists only as a 
media perception. But it’s 
an image you can have 
a certain amount of fun playing with even 
though you don’t want to let that define 
you. You also know that it’s a very fleeting 
kind of thing so you might as well enjoy it 
rather than spending time worrying about 
the attention.

Do you ever feel restricted in any way 

that directors often cast you in sexy roles?

I don’t think that’s true. I haven’t really 
played that many sexy characters except 
maybe in Match Point or Black Dahlia. But 
the characters I play aren’t really traditionally 
sexy. I think it’s probably a reaction to the 
fact that I’m curvy and confident about it.

You’re playing Janet Leigh in the new 

film about Hitchcock. Is it fun being able to 

play an iconic Hollywood figure like that?

As I get older, I’m looking at roles that 
move away from that kind of ingénue mould 
and are more based on women that are more 
experienced. That’s refreshing for me. It’s nice 
to be able to kind of transition into that. I 
never wanna play something I’ve done before. I 
wanna be able to just have everything be hard 
in some way. Otherwise, what’s the point?

You tend to cut a very glamorous 

figure when you’re on the red carpet. Do 

you feel comfortable in that image?

I don’t lead a very glamorous life in pri-
vate. I enjoy promoting my films and I get to 

wear some fabulous outfits for the red carpet 
but in my everyday life I like to be more 
casual. So that image is really a character I’m 
playing when I’m selling a beauty campaign 
and I’m a canvas for the designer’s idea of 
beauty. You have to allow yourself to fit into 
the look that the designer is striving for and 
capture the kind of beauty that an advertis-
ing campaign is trying to project. It’s a face 
you put on when you do that stuff. It’s nice 
for a little while and then you wash all the 
glamour away when you get home. 

What defines happiness for you?

It changes. It depends on where I am in 
life and whether I’m overworked or under-
worked. Sometimes when I’m working on 
something really impossible, my idea of hap-
piness is to do absolutely nothing.

You’ve been an actress for nearly 20 

years and you’ve been in the limelight 

for your entire adult life. How do you 

think that’s affected you?

You become a bit wary about how much 
of your private life becomes public knowl-
edge. But you learn how to adapt and not 
stress yourself too much. I like being chal-
lenged by the projects I’m working on now 
but I don’t let them overwhelm my life. I 
have a better balance on things now. Z  
SOURCE: THE INTERVIEW PEOPLE

cover BLACK WIDOW ATTACKS

I had a fantastic trainer and even 

though sometimes you want to eat a 

box of cookies I actually enjoyed most 

of the healthy foods I had to survive on. 
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WEEKEND

GETAWAY 
FITNESS 
RETREAT

CALL US AT 902-463-0516 TOLL FREE 877-710-0516 OR EMAIL US AT info@optimyz.ca

It’s time for you

November 2-4, 2012
ATLANTICA HOTEL & MARINA OAK ISLAND, NOVA SCOTIA

Featuring top personal trainers, fi tness instructors, dietitians and health practitioners

ATLANTICA HOTEL & MARINA OAK ISLAND, NOVA SCOTIA
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Myofascial 
connection: 
The key to 
a timeless 

body

workout

This workout encourages a full range of motion 

by your entire body, instead of just the limited 

forward movements we fall into as the years go 

by. It’s no coincidence that the training aid is a 

stability ball, a full sphere that symbolizes how 

our body was born to move.

BY KIM KRAUSHAR | PHOTOGRAPHY BY IAN HICKEY
HAIR AND MAKE-UP MARY MCNEIL, INTERLUDE SPA
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BE CONSIDERATE

DID you know that you when you admire the youthful grace 
and spring in someone’s step you are witnessing their myofas-
cial connectivity? A youthful body is a resilient body and this 

resilience resides in our fascia.
This connective tissue was once discarded by anatomists as irrel-

evant material that got in the way of observing muscles and organs. 
Science, however, is rapidly exposing the critical role fascia plays in 
optimum human performance. These discoveries have created a trickle-
down effect that started in the lab and has now filtered into the fitness 
arena, influencing how trainers deliver exercises to their clients. 

The fascial system is a multi-layered, fibrous webbing that begins 
below our skin, binds multiple chains of muscles together, and encap-
sulates all of our organs, energizing and connecting all of our tissues. 
It translates muscle contraction into coordinated, efficient movements 
with the least amount of wear and tear on the joints. Fascia is a highly 
intelligent inner communication system that is more innervated than 
the muscular system. When functioning optimally, it is so responsive to 
its environment that it operates without our conscious control.

Whether active or static (walking, running, biking or merely 
hunched over a computer) we live in a world where the forward motion 
dominates. Over time, repetitive forward motion remodels connec-
tive tissue, restricting 3-dimensional actions and making movements 
uncoordinated and joints susceptible to increased wear and tear. This 
“forward living” may cause connective tissue to dehydrate, stiffen and 

Golf swings
A Place ball behind neck and keep head neck and 
shoulder area relaxed against the ball. Flex knees and 
ankles, send pelvis forward and lean upper body back 
without arching your low back. Repeat 4-8x.

B Switch to a squat stance, rotate right transferring 
weight to right leg rolling to toes of left foot. Repeat 
4-8x. Repeat sequence on the other side.

lose its resiliency. The proprioceptor sensitivity—awareness of how our 
body is positioned in space—that comes from the fascia then becomes 
less responsive, compromising the spontaneous, fluid, 3-dimensional 
motion that defines a balanced, youthful body.

The exercises below have been inspired by the myofascial meridian 
lines so beautifully defined and illustrated by Thomas Myers and Gil 
Hedley who mapped the connective tissue matrix to enhance therapeu-
tic hands-on practice. Additional influences came from Sue Hitzmann 
and Michol Dalcourt, each with one foot in the rehab world and the 
other in the fitness world. 

Kim Kraushar is co-owner of INTERLUDE SPA in Halifax, NS and is an 

International Fitness Presenter with Merrithew Health and Fitness. She is a 

programs.

The Mini Stability Ball used here is the 

perfect tool to enhance proprioception; 

it creates a focal point that improves form 

and alignment. The ball is lightweight so it can be used 

as a first step while learning more complex movement 

pathways before more load is added. It can also provide 

support when attempting challenging exercises, allowing 

you to maintain good form and stay in a movement 

longer—building strength and challenging endurance.

A A B B
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3D ab prep
A Place ball under midback. 

B Start with a full extension and flexion of the upper back. 

C Return to a straight, neutral spine and try a side-to-side motion. 

D Next, make a half- to full-circle motion with upper body moving 
clockwise, then counter-clockwise.

Diagonal squats
A Start with a standard squat reaching the ball on a 
forward diagonal. Repeat 4-8x.

B Repeat squat but reach the ball on diagonal right 
and hips to back diagonal left. Repeat 4-8x. Repeat 
entire sequence on the other side.

A

B C D

A A B B
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MAKE EYE CONTACT

2 3

Lunge with 
rotation
A Place ball under left knee 
and assume a lunge stance. 
With right hand on hip follow 
a diagonal pathway with left 
arm while rotating the torso. 

B Reach forward and down 
by front foot, thumb pointing 
down, then reach arm up and 
back. Repeat 8x and change 
sides. 

Spiderman
A Assume a plank position on forearms with 
ball under ribs.

B Keeping upper body still, alternate side step 
with feet 5-10x. 

C Finish with Spiderman step, bringing right 
foot toward right hip. Repeat 8x. Repeat 
Spiderman with left leg.

A

A B B

C

B
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gear guide

The XterraVortex Wetsuit lives up to its hype as the 

#1 best selling triathlon wetsuit in 2010–2011, offering the 

speed flexibility of a mid-range wetsuit at an entry-level price. 

xterrawetsuits.com

Introducing the NEW 
Brita® Bottle with a filter 

inside—now you can enjoy great 

tasting tap water anywhere! Visit 

filterforgood.ca

Powerade Zero ION4® 

advanced electrolyte system contains 

sodium, potassium, calcium and 

magnesium. Designed to help 

replenish and hydrate the body during 

and after a workout without additional 

calories. powerade.ca

The Merrell Bare Access Arc 0mm drop running 

shoe gives runners a barefoot feel, with added toe to heel 

cushioning. Allowing your foot to follow its natural motion, 

cushioning protects from sustained impacts due to longer runs 

or a new barefoot training program. merrell.com

Good 'n Natural Fruit, Nut and Seed bars are 

made with cranberries, apple, pure oats, walnuts, flax seeds, 

almonds and pumpkin seeds. They contain 10g of protein and 

are available in Cranberry Almond, Peanut Butter and Chocolate. 

goodnnaturalbar.com

Bolle Helix sunglasses ensure that no matter how 

intense the competition, their B Clear lenses protect your 

vision. Superior optics improves hand-eye coordination and 

fine motor skills, enabling cyclists of every level to perform at 

their peak. bolle.com 
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RESPOND TO HEALING

Chill Towels are 100% cotton towels that are pre-moistened with a 

patent pending All-Natural cooling solution. Each towel is hygienically 

sealed and individually wrapped in a resealable package. Chill Towels 

provide instant cooling, without refrigeration, right out of the package! 

Ghost Race Lector Pro Road 
Bicycle (Unisex) has revolutionary 

Ultegra Di2 electronic shifting technology, 

making it the best drivetrain on the market. 

The completely electronic system performs 

year-round, in all kinds of weather. mec.ca

The Brooks Glycerin 10 

for neutral runners is perfectly 

plush. The full-length Brooks 

DNA midsole customizes 

cushion to individual stride. 

The forefoot is designed with 

enhanced flexibility for an 

effortless toe-off in every step. 

An updated saddle hugs the 

unique shape of your foot. 

brooksrunning.ca

Garmin Forerunner® 
910XT is the only all-in-one 

device with swim metrics plus 

distance, pace, elevation and 

heart rate for running and 

cycling. Designed for open 

water and pool swimming, it’s 

water resistant to 50 meters. 

garmin.com

Sennheiser PMX 680i high-
performance Sennheiser/
Adidas Headphones With an integrated 

microphone, ergonomic neckband, high-output 

drivers, and a sweat- and water-resistant design, 

they’re ideal for sports or intense outdoor 

activities. sennheiser.ca



marathon marketplace

  FUN, friendly, competitive or recreational
  FIREFIGHTERS’ water station
  Savour the post run CHOCOLATE

HALF MARATHON & 5K 
SUNDAY MAY 27, 2012 SUNNYBROOK PARK 8:00am

10K & 5K RACE 
SATURDAY AUG 25, 2012 SUNNYBROOK PARK 8:00am

8K & 5K RACE 
SATURDAY OCT 27, 2012 SUNNYBROOK PARK 9:30am

WOMEN     
 SET THE PACE
www.TOwomensruns.com

PRESENTED BY
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Racing to 
the tour
Canadian cycling legend Steve Bauer is making 

an ambitious attempt to put Canada on the 

world map in a tremendously difficult sport—

cycling. He intends to lead the SpiderTech 

Powered by C10 team to the Tour de France, a 

feat never accomplished in Canadian history.

BY KELLY TRUSLOW

CYCLING is a brutal sport. It requires 
lungs of steel, legs of iron and the 
willpower to keep going even when 

your body is screaming to stop. Cycling, Steve 
Bauer says, is “part of the innate capability to 
be able to suffer.” 

No-one knows this better than Bauer, who 
won a silver medal in the 118-mile road race at 
the 1984 Olympics. No Canadian had won an 
Olympic medal in the road race before or since. 
TSN touts him as “the most prolific Canadian 
racer in the history of the Tour de France.” He 
has worn the coveted yellow jersey at the Tour 
an impressive 14 times.

Bauer’s goal is to lead the first 
Canadian team to the Tour. He is now 
working hard to make that goal a reality, 
with SpiderTech powered by C10: Canada’s 
first and only professional continental 
cycling team. 

SpiderTech has come a long way since 
its inauguration as a grassroots cycling 
team, then called Team RACE Pro, in 2008. 
Founding a Canadian-based squad “felt 

right,” Bauer says, “because I recognized 
there was talent in Canada that had emerged 
in the years since I’d retired from racing. It 
was a really intriguing project.”

Now, four years later, SpiderTech has 
achieved Division 2 status as a continen-
tal professional team—the first level the 
International Cycling Union (UCI)) recognizes 
as professional. This is an incredible achieve-
ment for a country where hockey is king.

Still, there is no shortage of Canadian 
cycling talent for Bauer to draw from. In his 
fourth season as team director, Bauer has 
assembled a team of 17 world class riders, 
including 11 Canadians. The team is young, 
with an average age of 26, but has depth and 
experience. 

Power of a strong mind
When it comes to cycling, there is one thing 
you must understand: These athletes know 
pain on a first name basis. “In order to win, 
especially in a time trial or in a mountain 
climb or in the final kilometre of a sprint, you 

need to be able to dig deep,” Bauer says. “It’s 
mind over physical. Obviously guys who are in 
good shape can go faster, but with two guys 
being equal in physical performance, usually 
the guy with the strong mind will overcome.” 

Watching cycling on TV doesn’t do justice 
to the distance, speed and mountains cyclists 
blast their way up. These athletes are among 
the fittest in the world.

 “We have one overview trainer, 
Paulo Saldanha in Montreal who runs the 
PowerWatts clinics,” Bauer says. “He’s adept 
at evaluating athletes and reviewing their 
programs. But it’s not a perfect science. It 
takes time to understand the athletes’ abili-
ties and weaknesses.”

Back in 1991, Steve Bauer’s cardiorespira-
tory and muscular systems were measured at 
a fitness test at Concordia University where he 
spun from a low- to a high-level of intensity. 
The scientists were able to measure his power 
output. Most elite cyclists can put out around 
300 watts of power in an hour; regular 
people put out only 150 watts. Bauer 

fitness 
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UNIFY

When it comes to cycling, there is one thing you must understand: These 

athletes know pain on a first name basis. “In order to win, especially in a time 

trial or in a mountain climb or in the final kilometre of a sprint, you need to be 

able to dig deep,” Bauer says. “It’s mind over physical. Obviously guys who 

are in good shape can go faster, but with two guys being equal in physical 

performance, usually the guy with the strong mind will overcome.” 

Racing tough: Tips from SpiderTech’s 
trainer Paulo Saldanha

As president and founder of PowerWatts, Saldanha is the 
mastermind behind the development of the system. He holds a 
master’s degree in exercise physiology from McGill University 
and is a certified strength and conditioning specialist. A former 
professional Ironman triathlete, Canadian national master’s road 
champion and finisher of the grueling Race across America, his 
motivation in creating the PowerWatts system was to meet the 
needs of both elite and recreational cyclists in their quest for 
ultimate performance.

PowerWatts measures everything from an athlete’s blood lactate 
to strength to biomechanical and video analysis (pedal stroke or 
gait analysis). It’s serious training gone high-tech.

His tips for cyclists of all levels:
1. Set realistic personal goals and power through the muscle 

pain, but not the joint pain. 
2. Keep pedaling and your endurance will build.
3. Have your bike properly fitted. Match this fit to your 

flexibility and type of riding.
4. Get involved with a cycling club or group rides. Learn 

from others.
5. When going uphill, don’t over muscle it. Use your gears to 

maintain adjust your cadence. Conserve energy by staying 
in the saddle.

6. While descending, “feather your brakes,” applying subtle 
and occasional intermittent pressure.

7. Change your hand and body position frequently to 
maintain comfort.

8. Stay relaxed. Keep your arms relaxed and don’t lock your 
elbows.

9. For longer rides, hydrate and ensure you’re replacing 
calories and electrolytes as you ride. 
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maxed out the test bike—working at about 425 
watts. The scientists expected Bauer’s workload 
could have gone as high as 500 watts. To put 
all this in perspective, if Bauer were riding a 
power-generating bike, he could light up seven 
60-Watt light bulbs for an hour. An “average 
Joe” could only power two.

Couple this inhuman strength with 
endurance: a stage race is like running a 
marathon or two a day, back-to-back to back 
to-back. In comparison, the Tour de France is 
the same as riding from Calgary to Toronto in 
three weeks, but doing it in four to five-hour 
sprints over the French Alps. These athletes 
are tough.

Getting results
In April SpiderTech completed a team time 
trial in Italy, finishing 10th out of 17 teams. A 
few days before, Ryan Roth won SpiderTech’s 

first UCI Europe Tour 
race in Tro Bro Leon, 
France. Teammate 
Guillaume Boivin—a 
World Championship 
bronze medalist in 2010—placed third in the 
one-day, 206km road race. 

Every member of the team sports an 
impressive curriculum vitae: Zach Bell captured 
a bronze at the London 2012 track trial event 
earlier this year, and Bauer says he has “a great 
chance at a medal and a good chance to even 
win” at the Games this summer. David Boilyand 
Hugo Houle, both 22, are up-and-comers to 
watch. “We’re trying to build a foundation of 
Canadian strength,” says Bauer.

Bauer is enthusiastic about the team’s abil-
ity to race competitively on the World Tour (the 
highest level of competition) in two years. The 
Tour could come as early as 2014.

fitness 

Zach Bell
RESIDENCE North Vancouver, BC
BORN Nov. 14, 1982
HEIGHT 175 CM / 5’9”

WEIGHT 73 kg / 160 lbs.
PRO SINCE 2005

RIDER SINCE 2003
RIDER TYPE Track endurance, 
road sprinter

Zach won the 2010-2011 UCI 
track cycling world cup title 
in the omnium event and is a 
medal favourite for the London 
2012 Olympic Games. He is a 
nine-time World Cup medalist 
on the track.

Guillaume Boivin 
RESIDENCE Longueuil, QC
BORN May 25, 1989
HEIGHT 1.80 m/5’11”
WEIGHT 78 kg/170 lbs.
PRO SINCE 2009
RIDER SINCE 2003
RIDER TYPE Sprinter

After winning the bronze 
medal at the 2010 World 
Championships Guillaume 
put his marketing studies in 
Montreal on hold to focus on 
cycling.

Martin Gilbert
RESIDENCE Châteauguay, QC
BORN Oct. 30, 1982
HEIGHT 1.77 m/5’10”
WEIGHT 73 kg/160 lbs.
PRO SINCE 2006

RIDER SINCE 2001
RIDER TYPE Sprinter

Martin has been a member of 
the Canadian national cycling 
team since he was a junior 
and represented Canada at the 
2008 Beijing Olympics. 

Ryan Roth 
RESIDENCE Cambridge, ON, CAN
BORN Oct. 10, 1983
HEIGHT 1.75 m/5’9”
WEIGHT 71 kg/156 lbs.
PRO SINCE 2002
RIDER SINCE 1998
RIDER TYPE All rounder

Ryan has won multiple Canadian 
National Championship medals 
in the junior, U23 and senior 
ranks and represented Canada 
at the 2010 Commonwealth 
Games. A member of the 
SpiderTech program since 2008, 
Ryan is one of the most consis-
tent riders on the team.

The core of Team SpiderTech

To get there, Bauer says, “Our philosophy 
is to bring the best Canadians together for a 
common goal, a common vision. It’s probably 
the most challenging thing I’ve ever done 
but if we can make it, it’ll be something of a 
legacy for Canadian sport.”

What’s Bauer’s advice for those who want 
to get into serious cycling? “Simple,” he says. 
“Spend time on the saddle. It’s not rocket sci-
ence, man. You have to enjoy riding your bike.”

Follow SpiderTech powered by C10’s journey 

to the Tour (and all the races in between) on 

twitter, @TeamSpidertech or on the web at 

cyclesportmanagement.com
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TABLE YOUR GOURMET

nutrition WITH JENNIFER BRENTON

Find your motivation within
Like all goals, eating right is a matter of focusing on what’s important.

MY dictionary defines motivation 
as “a process that elicits controls 
or sustains behaviour.” Sounds 

easy enough, right? Can you guess the most 
common excuse for not exercising and eating 
well—after “I don’t have time”?

The fact is, if you struggle with 
motivation, you aren’t alone. “I can’t get 
motivated to—you fill in the blank—is a 
common statement when it comes to diet and 
exercise. We know we should, but sometimes 
we don’t. Why? 

The truth is, we as human beings are 
always motivated. Our motivation may simply 
be focused on other things. Here is a scenario 
for you. It is a hot summer day and you are 
more motivated to laze around, eat barbequed 
hot dogs and drink cold beer than you are to 
go for a run. In this moment the motivation 
for taste and instant gratification wins.

So, how do you win the battle with 
instant gratification? Well, get your game face 
on. It can be a tough fight.

Simply stated, motivation comes from 
within. No-one can give you motivation. 
You need to find it yourself. What is your 
goal? What does it look and feel like? Now, 

find something that reminds you of that 
motivation. This could be a picture or any 
item that links you back to your original 
motivation. Put the motivational item 
somewhere you can see it—especially when 
you may be motivated to do things that are 
not connected to your goal. A photo on the 
refrigerator, for example.

Take another look at the above list of pros 
and cons. Feeling good, better health, living 
longer and achieving your goals are really big 
pros. The con side is nothing but roadblocks 
along the way. The biggest muscle in achieving 
your goal is your mind. Look within.

Motivation is as simple as changing your 
mind. Z

Jennifer is a registered dietitian and fitness 

coach in Halifax, NS. She has experience as a 

personal trainer, health promotion coordinator 

and regional manager for a national fitness 

company. She is currently working as a regional 

trainer in Atlantic Canada and pursuing a 

master’s degree in Health Promotion. She is 

training for a half marathon and leading a 

“learn to run” half marathon clinic in Halifax. 

Contact: optimyzdietitian@gmail.com 

Summer nutrition tips

Add color to your plate and glass. 
Fruits and vegetables add colour 
and flavour to your meals—and they 
also add nutrients. Frozen berries 
make fantastic ice-cubes and dress 
up any drink. Make sure half your 
plate is veggies and fruit and you 
will enjoy more energy, better health 
and a trim waist line.

Stay hydrated. Especially if you 
are active and the weather is hot. 
Signs of dehydration are lack of 
energy, headaches, muscle pain and 
weakness. Don’t drink coffee. Reach 
for a glass of H2O and you will feel 
better because of it.

Eat and drink in moderation. 
Anything in excess isn’t good. If you 
are enjoying alcoholic beverages, 
reach for water between drinks and 
know your limit.

Be a “locavore.” During the summer 
and fall months there’s lots of local 
produce available. Visit your local 
farm market and stock up!
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Feel good afterwards.

Better health. 

Live longer.

Achieve goals.

Feel tired or deprived right before or during. 

Need willpower in social settings to say no to 

foods or make time to exercise.

Takes work, time and commitment.

I did a little poll, collecting pros and cons for eating well and exercising. This is 
what I found:
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Fuel up to perform your best
What you eat before and after a workout is as important as the exercise  

session for short-term gain and long-term health.

BY ANNE MARIE ARMSTRONG

FITTING in workouts around work and 
family commitments can be a chal-
lenge. Trying to exercise before work, 

during lunch or on the way home, you may be 
rushed and forget about fuel. Once you have 
mastered your workout routine, don’t let it 
interfere with good nutrition.

If you exercise on an empty stomach, your 
body will tire more quickly and you won’t be 
able to work out as hard or as long. There are 
three things to consider when planning your 
pre-workout meal—what to eat, when to eat 
and how much to eat. 

What to eat is the simplest. The composi-
tion of your food choices before exercising 
should never change. Always choose a meal 
or snack that is high in carbohydrates (grains/
pasta/bread, vegetables, fruits), moderate in 
protein and low in fat (shrimp, salmon, light 
cheeses, lean meatballs). Familiar foods that 
are easy to digest are best.

If you are working out just before or after 
work, fuel up by consuming a snack before 
heading to the gym. Then eat your full meal 
after your work-out. And don’t forget the 

How much to eat depends on the timing of your work-
out. Here are some basic guidelines:

If you are eating three to four hours ahead of your activity, you can 
consume a regular-sized meal. 

Two to three hours ahead of working out, choose a smaller meal.

One to two hours ahead, choose a substantial snack.

Less than one hour ahead of your activity, eat a small snack.

Less than 30 minutes before your activity, choose a mini snack or liquid.

Roast Turkey and 
Hummus Wraps
Pack this healthy and delicious wrap to eat 
within 30 minutes of finishing a lunch-
time workout; it has plenty of protein to 
help repair tired muscles and carbs for the 
energy to get you through the rest of the 
day. Or, choose this as a small meal two to 
three hours before exercising.

4 SERVINGS | PREP 10 MINS

INGREDIENTS
 » 4 PC Blue Menu Flax whole grain 

Tortillas
 » ½ cup (125 ml) PC Roasted Garlic 

Hummus
 » 5 oz (150 g) deli-sliced PC Oven 

Roasted Turkey Breast, extra lean
 » ¼ cup (50 ml) drained PC Sliced Sweet 

Roasted Red Peppers
 » 1 cup (250 ml) PC Organics Baby 

Spinach

TO PREPARE
Place tortillas flat on work surface. Divide 
hummus evenly among tortillas; spread even-
ly over surface of each. Top with turkey, red 
peppers and baby spinach, dividing evenly.

Wrap each tortilla firmly into an even 
cylinder, leaving ends open. Secure with 
a toothpick and serve, or wrap tightly in 
plastic wrap and chill for a portable lunch.

Calories 
(kcal) 210; Protein 14 g; Carbohydrates 23 g; 
Fat 7 g; Sodium 710 mg

Recipe courtesy of www.pc.ca

fluids! In the hour before exercise, drink about 
a cup of water, then aim for half a cup to one 
cup of fluid every 15 minutes while exercising.

If you will not be having a meal within 
30 minutes after your workout, plan to have 
a post-workout snack containing carbs to 
re-energize, as well as at least 10 grams of 
protein for repairing muscles. Simple choices 
include Greek yogurt or cottage cheese with 
fruit, an English muffin with peanut butter 
(try PC Blue Menu peanut butter with Omega3 
for an extra boost of healthy fats), or a pack-
age of instant oatmeal with peanut butter, 
nuts or dried fruit. 

Reading nutrition labels will enable you 
make informed choices. Eating foods with the 
right nutrients to fuel and repair your body 
will get you ready for your next activity. Z

Anne Marie Armstrong, BSc., AHN, PDt. is a 

registered dietitian with Loblaw Atlantic. She 

also works with elite athletes at the Canadian 

Sport Centre Atlantic, counseling them on 

nutrition choices to optimize health and athletic 

performance.



www.csnn.ca

Canada’s Leading 
Holistic Nutrition School
Empowering healthy minds 
and bodies for over 16 years, 
CSNN offers the fundamental 
wisdom and tools for rewarding 
and successful careers in the 
complementary health care field.

R.H.N.™ Designation
Advanced Holistic Nutrition
Job Assistance
Apprenticing Opportunities

Classroom locations:
Calgary (403)  276-1551   
Edmonton            (780) 437-3933 
Halifax (902) 425-0895  
London (519)  936-1610   
Mississauga (905) 891-0024   
Moncton (506) 384-2700   
Nanaimo   (250) 741-4805 
Ottawa (613)  523-2766
Richmond Hill (905) 737-0284
Toronto (416)  482-3772
Toronto East (416)  497-4111
Vancouver (604)  730-5611

Distance Education:
1 (800) 328-0743

Empower 
Yourself
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TRY ZUMBA

1 TENDERLOIN SERVES 2 | MARINADE 4-6 HRS | COOK 20 MINS

TO PREPARE
Remove excess fat and silver skin from the pork tenderloin 
with a knife. In a bowl, mix soy and fish sauces, sesame oil, 
sugar and siracha. Whisk together until sugar has mostly dis-
solved. Add green onions, garlic and ginger. Place tenderloin 
in a large Ziploc bag and pour in marinade. Get as much of 
the air out of the bag as you can. Allow to sit in the fridge 
for 4-6 hours, turning the bag over halfway through.

Just before grilling, preheat BBQ to medium-high. 
Remove the tenderloins from the bag and pat dry with 
paper towel. Put a little bit of vegetable or canola oil on 
a paper towel and quickly wipe the hot grills. Be careful 
not to get burned. A little smoke is normal. This will help 
prevent sticking.

Cook the tenderloin on medium high heat for 7 minutes with the lid open. Flip the 
tenderloin and cook for another 6 minutes with the lid open. Then shut off the BBQ, leave the 
pork on the grill and close the lid for 5 minutes.

Remove the pork. Allow to rest a few minutes longer to keep the juices locked in before slicing. 
Serve with baby bok choy, either lightly grilled or in a slaw with kimchee and shredded carrots. Z

nutrition RECIPE

SUMMER is here! And nothing says summer like BBQ season. Use this foolproof recipe to 
impress your friends or yourself with your grilling abilities. I recommend using a high-
quality pork tenderloin. It will have a much better flavour and if you get your pork from a 

butcher they can remove the silver skin for you. Serve with a bottle of pear-infused sake for a real 
flavour adventure.

Summer ritual
This Asian BBQ puts an Oriental flavour 
on a western tradition.
BY CHEF DYLAN BENOIT

Asian pork tenderloin
INGREDIENTS
 » 1 or 2 pork tenderloin, silver 

skin removed
 » ¼ cup reduced sodium soy 

sauce
 » ¼ cup fish sauce
 » ¼ cup brown sugar
 » 1 tsp sesame oil
 » 3 green onions, cut into 

1-inch pieces
 » 2 cloves garlic, crushed
 » 1 inch ginger root, grated or 

finely chopped
 » Siracha or sambal to taste 

(optional)



Available at your local 
Health Food Store

Reduce  
Abdominal Fat

Reduce Harmful  
Estrogens

Improve Energy

PNO.CA

I have been taking Ultimate Her Energy 
for 3 weeks, and I’ve lost 

2 pounds each week!... I feel so much 
better and have a lot of  energy. T.P., BC

To say that Ultimate Male Energy 
has been a success would be a huge 

understatement.…my body looks like 
twenty years ago, my clothes fit great, 

my energy level when working out  
is great…C.D., MB
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4-6 SERVINGS | PREP 1 HR

TO PREPARE
Butter a 6-cup (1.5 L) pudding basin or mould, and line it 
with plastic wrap, leaving a generous overhang. Trim a slice 
of bread to line the bottom of the basin and more to line 
the sides, overlapping the slices. Set aside.

In a saucepan, combine the berries, sugar, and lemon 
juice. Bring to a simmer over medium heat until the ber-
ries begin to release their juices and the sugar is dissolved. 
Remove from the heat and allow to cool.

Using a slotted spoon, place a third of the berries in the 
lined basin. Soak a slice (or more) of bread in berry juices and fit over top of the fruit. Add another 
third of the berries. Repeat the process, finishing with a snug layer of bread. Cover with plastic 
wrap and place a plate over top, preferably one that fits just inside the rim of the basin. Set a 
weight on top of the plate (a large can of tomatoes will work) and refrigerate for 8-24 hours.

Remove the weight, plate and plastic wrap, carefully invert the pudding onto a serving plate, and 
peel off the plastic wrap lining the mould. Serve cold, with whipped cream or crème fraîche. Z

AS if you needed one more thing to think about when selecting your groceries. Should 
you be reaching for the organic option? With our growing focus on personal—and com-
munity—health, the benefits of eating organic are worth considering.

The term “organic” is used to describe a product that has been raised or grown without 
the use of synthetic pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers, antibiotics or growth hormones. These 
products are cultivated by natural methods, often requiring more farm space and increased 
labour. There is no conclusive evidence showing that organically grown food is more nutritious 
than non-organic. 

Many people select based on taste and find that that organic foods offer more flavour. 
Globally, the social, environmental and economic benefits include supporting a system aimed 
at producing food with minimal harm to our planet. There are disadvantages: Organic produce 
often spoils more quickly because of the lack of preservatives, may appear less attractive, and on 
average costs more than non-organic equivalents. When shopping, you may want to decide on a 
case-by-case basis if an organic option is the most suitable for you.

Whatever your choice, opting for a balanced diet of healthy and delicious foods is always a 
perfect pick! Z

Exploring 
organic
Organic foods are good for the planet—
and may taste better too.
BY PETE LUCKETT

A very English summer pudding
INGREDIENTS
 » 8-10 thick slices day-

old white bread, crusts 
removed 

 » 4 cups organic raspberries 
 » 1 cup organic blackberries 
 » 1 cup organic red currants 
 » ¾ cup sugar
 » 2 Tbsp lemon juice 
 » whipped cream or crème 

fraîche, to serve

nutrition



Even big fish benefit from a little fish oil.

Healthy Canadians understand the advantages of NHPs.

In fact, seven of every ten Canadians use Natural Health Products (NHPs) as an 

essential part of their healthy lifestyle. The Canadian Health Food Association (CHFA) 

works to ensure that you have access to, and choice of safe, innovative and effective 

natural health products. Visit chfa.ca today.
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In praise 

of fat
‘Fat makes you fat’ is way too simple a rule 
of thumb. In fact, your body needs certain 
dietary fats to function properly—and even 
to burn fat!
BY JENNIFER GRAHAM

SUMMER brings sunshine and a renewed obsession with getting 

skinny. It seems that help is everywhere you look, especially in the 

supermarket. The solution, we are told, is as simple as taking the 

fat out of our diets and replacing it with grains and fruit. 

nutrition

But for a society obsessed with being 
skinny, many of us are fat. In fact, our low-fat, 
no-fat, on-the-side, hold-the-fat-at-all-costs 
society is obese! It’s time to get real, get 
healthy and get back to fat!

The whole “fat makes you fat” idea came 
from Ancel Keys, a brilliant scientific mind who 
fudged his own data. Keys went to 22 coun-
tries with the help of millions of government 
dollars to prove his theory that eating fat must 
make you fat. And sure enough, he did find 
a correlation between a diet high in fat and 
being overweight—but only in seven countries.

What about the other 15 countries? Well, 
the data showed no correlation between a diet 
high in fat and being overweight. In fact, the 

data showed that countries such as France, 
which had high fat diets, actually had low 
rates of obesity. 

But the money had already been spent and 
industry had already begun removing the fat 
and manufacturing low-fat, no-fat products. 
That was in the 1980s. Since then, obesity 
rates have skyrocketed. So if you want to get 
slim and healthy this summer, it’s time to get 
back to butter!

First, eating fat helps you burn fat. When 
you restrict fat intake, your body thinks it’s 
starving. So it goes into survival mode and 
stores the fat you do eat—and everything else 
too. Your body has a sixth sense for famine 
so when you start eating “lean” it thinks that 

food is scarce. So it holds onto everything you 
put in your mouth to build a reserve. Fat also 
contains an enzyme called lipase that helps 
you break down the fat in your food. But 
lipase also works on body fat, so the fat in 
your food gets broken down and burned for 
energy—and so does the fat around your belly. 

Second, people evolved on a high-fat diet. 
Fossils show that our ancestors had diets that 
were made up of as much as 60% fat, most of 
it saturated! This makes sense. If you had to 
hunt and kill an entire animal, would you only 
eat the parts without fat? In fact, they ate the 
fattiest parts—the liver, heart, brain and adre-
nal glands—first because they contained the 
most nutrients

Third, the body needs fat to survive. 
Vitamins such as A, D, E, K are fat soluble. This 
means they must be eaten with fat in order for 
your body to absorb them. So if you cover your 
greens with fat-free dressing or spread marga-
rine on your sandwich, you deprive yourself 
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of those vitamins. Not to mention that if 
you don’t know what’s on the label of one of 
those, your body doesn’t either. Fats also fight 
inflammation and improve brain function. 

Finally, you need saturated fat! It protects 
your joints, organs and nervous system. It pro-
vides a cushion from physical impact such as 
exercise or stress. Is has anti-microbial proper-
ties to fend off viruses that could attack your 
vital organs. And it insulates the neurons that 
carry messages from your brain to the rest of 
your body.

If you need another reason to put the fat 
back in your diet, think of how good it tastes. 
Fat provides taste and texture that allow you 
to experience your food. And fat fills you 
up. So you only need a little bit to feel full 
and you will eat less. Have you ever read the 
ingredients on one of those slimmed-down 
products? If you don’t know what they are, 
think of how confused your body is. 

Quick guide to fats
The brain is mostly fats—saturated fat! So why 
are you scared of it? Saturated fats protect 
the wiring inside your brain and allow signals 
to travel faster. Saturated fats also provide 
the structure for every cell in your body. Fat 
stabilizes blood sugar. Fat provides the raw 
materials for your hormones (so guys, if you 
want to increase your sex drive or the size of 
your biceps, eat saturated fat!). Saturated fat 
increases your testosterone production. Fat 
adds taste, texture and aroma—it is funda-
mental to creating the experience of eating.

Monounsaturated: These are referred 
to as “heart healthy” because they lower LDL 
(bad) cholesterol. They are appropriate for light 
cooking or using raw. Examples: Olive, avo-
cado, sesame, duck fat.

Polyunsaturated: These are more sus-
ceptible to rancidity than monounsaturated 
fats. Examples: Walnut, fish, grapeseed, corn. 
They need to be stored in the fridge in a dark 
bottle. Never cook with them or leave the 
bottle open because the oxygen is enough to 
cause rancidity.

Omega-3 fatty acids: These are neces-
sary for human health, but you have to get 
them through food such as fatty fish, seal 
oil and some plants and nut oils. They play 
a crucial role in brain function and reduce 
inflammation; they may lower risk of chronic 
diseases such as heart disease, cancer and 
arthritis.

Saturated: These are very stable and 
able to withstand high heat. Examples: 
Animal fat and tropical oil.

Trans: These are chemically altered to 
the point that they bear no resemblance to 
anything found in nature! Examples: Partially 
hydrogenated oils like shortening. Vegetable 
fats are injected with hydrogen under high 
heat and high pressure. This chemical satura-
tion is so potent that it is impossible to break 
apart so it stays in your body. Trans fats are 
also harmful because they lower HDL (good 
cholesterol) and raise LDL (bad) cholesterol. 
In 2002, the Institute of Medicine concluded 
that trans fats are unsafe in any amount. The 
best way to avoid them is to only eat things 
that Mother Nature made.

Animal fat: Many contain monounsatu-
rated fats. Organic, grass-fed animals are 
the healthiest of the herd. Grass-fed animals 
contain CLA, a fatty-acid that helps you 
burn fat and K2 (a “super-vitamin” that 
builds bones and teeth, protects skin cells, 
works as an antioxidant and boosts the 
immune system). Z

When you restrict fat intake, your body thinks it’s starving. 

So it goes into survival mode and stores the fat you do eat—

and everything else too. Your body has a sixth sense for 

famine so when you start eating “lean” it thinks that food is 

scarce. So it holds onto everything you put in your mouth to 

build a reserve. 

Quick guide to oils

Heat and light damage oils, 

especially polyunsaturated oils. The 

“smoke point” is the temperature 

at which oil starts producing toxic 

fumes and harmful free radicals. 

This is also known as oxidation 

but you can think of it as the point 

at which an oil goes rancid. An oil 

doesn’t have to “smoke” in order to 

start releasing toxins. Flax oil and 

fish oil, for example, start turning 

rancid when exposed to light or air.

Baking/grilling: coconut oil, 

butter.

Frying: avocado, coconut, sesame.

Sautéeing: virgin olive oil, avocado, 

coconut, grapeseed, sesame.

Dressing/marinade: extra virgin 

olive oil, walnut, almond, truffle.

Holistic: flax, fish, hemp

Note: If you are using an oil to 

marinade, make sure it is suitable 

for the method you will be using 

to cook with. For example, if you 

are going to grill chicken, avoid 

using extra virgin olive oil in your 

marinade because it won’t stand up 

to the heat!

BE YOUR FRIEND
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Fit with friends
This is one of the best ways to exercise—especially when you don’t feel like it!
BY MAUREEN HAGAN

SUMMERTIME is a great time to exercise because 
you see the results of your efforts every day in 
your summer clothes and it’s almost impossible 

to hide your body under layers of clothing. Looking good 
in your clothes remains a big motivator for many people, 
especially those who struggle to enjoy exercise.

Most people who start exercising do so to 
look better. Looking better and feeling better, 
which is an even bigger motivator for staying 
with exercise, keeps most exercisers mov-
ing through the summer months when other 
activities compete for your exercise time. 
Allergy season, vacation, outdoor recreation, 
barbecues and family get-togethers tend to 
disrupt exercise schedules. 

While there are hundreds of reasons to 
start and keep up your exercise routine going 
throughout the summer months, lack of focus, 
motivation and consistency will challenge the 
best and worst of us this season. To lower your 
risk of falling off your fitness, find a friend. Find 
many friends—and get and stay fit together!

I’ve been involved in the fitness industry 
for 30 years now and even working fulltime 
in fitness doesn’t make me bullet proof. I have 
lost my motivation to exercise many times. 
There are times when I just don’t feel going to 
the gym or out for a run. I am grateful that I 
get to exercise at work—I teach group fitness 
classes regularly. And when I am not working, 
I have my husband, running friends, friends at 
the club and personal trainer to help me stay 
committed and motivated. 

When friends come together it’s called a 
“group.” Group fitness comes in a variety of 
forms. Many people play team sports, sign up 
for dance classes, golf or tennis lessons, join 
a cycling or swimming club or take group fit-
ness classes at a gym. The group fitness trend 
is gaining popularity and for good reason: 
A large percentage of the population who 
attempt to exercise find it difficult to know 
what exercises to do and how to do them 

LIVING THE GOOD LIFE. MADE EASY.
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correctly. Not to mention, it is not easy to motivate yourself to push 
yourself to your fullest potential.

Friends have common interests and needs and they support each 
other and even enjoy throwing in a little friendly competition from 
time to time to keep things interesting. Group fitness is exactly what it 
sounds like—a group of people exercising together. Group fitness classes 
are set to upbeat music, which helps class participants keep going and 
motivates people to move their body with less intimidation.

Group fitness classes, like dance and sport-related lessons come 
in a variety of levels for everyone—from fitness fanatics to beginners. 
Participants receive instruction and guidance, praise and feedback from 
an instructor, but just as important they receive support and motivation 
from those around them to achieve their own fitness goals. The time 
flies by and it’s proven that you get results faster in a group fitness 
environment for all the reasons that I have mentioned.

One benefit of group fitness is that the classes or lessons fit right 
into the busy lifestyles that many people today live. While people are 
overloaded at work, busy with their families and have difficulty finding 
time in the day to exercise, these classes are scheduled so you just need 
to make a date with your friend or group of friends to meet two to 
three times a week and manage it just like an appointment. Whatever 
form of group fitness you find, it is a great way to meet people who 
share the same goals, have fun while getting and staying fit and get 
the support that you need to succeed. Z

Maureen Hagan, BA PE, BScPT, Canfitpro certified.

POP YOUR STEP
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Shake 
that thing!
Forgetting his music one day, Beto was forced 
to improvise. He created Zumba, a fitness-dance 
craze that is circling the globe.
BY KELLY TRUSLOW

DOZENS of people of all ages, shapes and sizes dressed in brightly 

coloured athletic wear, pulsate to the beats and exotic languages 

blaring from a loudspeaker. Sweat pours off their bodies. If you 

squint, it looks like glitter. The crowd follows the moves of the leader at the 

front of the room. She's really moving, mixing athletic movements with the 

Latin meringue and salsa beats. 

It sounds like something out of Carnaval 
in Rio de Janeiro, but this scene is much 
closer to home. Zumba has exploded onto the 
global group fitness scene, and Canadians are 
embracing it. Twelve million people attend 
Zumba classes in 110,000 locations across 125 
countries. For perspective, McDonald’s is pres-
ent in 115 countries.

It started in the mid-‘90s in Cali, 
Colombia. When fitness instructor Alberto 
“Beto” Perez forgot the music he used to 
teach an aerobics class, he had to improvise. 
In a flash of inspiration, Beto grabbed some 
salsa and merengue tapes from his backpack. 
He combined powerful movements with the 
upbeat, rhythmic music Colombians grow 
up with, creating a “dance-fitness” class. The 
room went wild—and Zumba was born.

Zumba took off in 2001 when Beto moved 
to Miami, Florida. He met two entrepreneurs, 
fellow Colombians Alberto Perlman and Alberto 
Aghion. The three Albertos envisioned great 
things for Beto’s dance-fitness idea and they 

launched their trademark business, Zumba 
Fitness. They set their sights on spreading 
Zumba across the world, creating a DVD and 
then an infomercial. The infomercial sold about 
a million DVDs in six months, becoming the 
best-selling at-home fitness DVD series to date. 
Demand for instructors took off and by 2005 
Zumba Fitness created the Zumba Academy to 
train instructors. The Zumbawear apparel, music 
CDS, and interactive video workout games fol-
lowed in 2008. The rest is history.

One reason Zumba is successful is that 
it doesn’t call itself a workout routine. It’s 
a “fitness party”—and downright addictive. 
Caitlyn Schrader, an instructor in Halifax, NS, 
found out about Zumba last year at Dalhousie 
University from her neighbor, the Zumba class 
instructor Richard Gormley. 

Schrader, now an instructor herself, has 
been teaching for the past year. She loves it. “I 
feel like I'm in a total party environment when 
doing Zumba. Even now, I don't realize I'm 
working out until the end of class and I feel 

the muscles in my body.”
Richard Gormley, the instructor who inspired 

her, draws a crowd with his charming smile, 
rock-hard abs and upbeat Zumba classes. He 
doubles attendance rates of any other fitness 
class. “Classes ranged from 85 to 350 people 
every week—even through exams!” he says. 
When Gormley’s class was in session, the build-
ing vibrated with Latin beats, gleeful cheers 
echoed through the building; when things really 
got moving, the floor literally shook.

While on academic exchange in New 
Zealand in 2010, Gormley kept drawing crowds 
to his Zumba classes. Although he is too mod-
est to admit it, he made a huge impact in 
New Zealand’s Zumba culture. One of the first 
Zumba instructors on the South Island, he 
says, “Zumba is so huge there today because 
of the amazing initial response and continua-
tion from the current instructors.”

Now an official employee of Zumba 
Fitness living in Miami Beach, Florida, Gormley 
travels all around the United States giving 
classes and spreading the Zumba gospel. 

“I love Zumba Fitness classes because they 
bring a wide range of people together to do 
what they love: Dance! It's exercise in disguise 
that gets people enthusiastic about the gym. 
It makes it fun and easy to achieve health 
benefits from physical activity.”

Give Zumba a try. Check your local 
GoodLife class schedule and join the party! Z

fitness trends
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adventure

The prayer tree 
of Andong
This symbol of peace has endured longer than the 

modern nation of South Korea.

BY BRIAN STEPHENSON

DURING my stay in Korea, my friend Seth decided to take a trip 
down south with some college students he tutored to the small 
but famous town of Andong. Based in the hyper-modern city of 

Seoul, I tagged along, anxious to see a place that was famous for being a 
throwback to traditional, ancient Korea.  

That weekend we stayed in a 200-year-
old house called a Hanok, which was located 
in the rice fields and foothills surrounding 
Andong. The house was heated with a fire 
built under the floorboards and there were 
few electrical outlets, much less an inter-
net connection. The old floorboards creaked 
mightily and roof tiles had plants growing 
between them. Watching the mist descend 
around the nearby rice fields and hearing the 
absolute quiet of the night was a striking con-
trast to the crowded streets of Seoul. 

That night we partook in an ancient Korean 

tradition: Barbecuing while drinking. My friend 
had taken us to the local Soju brewery to grab 
a few jars of the famous local brand. The clear, 
rice-based drink is similar to sake or vodka 
and Koreans swear that the Andong brand is 
the purest. As the night continued, more and 
more objects were thrown atop our barbecue 
grill. Then it was time to sleep on the floor, the 
rooms separated by thin sliding doors.

After being awakened by the sounds of 
roosters and farmers sloshing about the rice 
fields, I went for a run that morning, sweating 
out the night before and enjoying the cool 
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BUILD YOUR STATUE

air and soggy smells of the rice fields. There 
were more than a few quizzical looks from the 
farmers as I crunched along the gravel roads 
near their homes, but I was too happy to be 
reconnecting with the natural world to think 
about it. 

The next day was spent exploring a tradi-
tional walled village set low in a valley. After 
years living in the high-tech metropolis of 
Seoul, it was refreshing and mentally relax-
ing to see this anachronism in a country 
where children seem to be born clutching cell 
phones. Traditional dancing exhibitions were 
taking place across the street from where 
a woodcarver was hard at work on bizarre 
totem poles.

Wandering through the high, tight walls 
still gives you a sense of exploring a past 
world. The most stunning part of the trip was 
following a narrow alley to come across a 

massive tree, surrounded by a fence of paper, 
with even more tiny slips tied to its low hang-
ing branches.

The thousands of prayers tied about the 
tree function similarly to the prayer candles 
in a church; the added element of being 
tied to a living tree gives them a distinctly 
Eastern feel. The tree, which was older than 
the modern nation of South Korea, has stood 
in perfect serenity while wars and cataclysmic 
cultural shifts raged around it. I wrote and 
attached my own prayers, tying them about 
the branches with the same careful move-
ments that the ghosts of thousands of others 
had done before.

Returning to Seoul, we all felt relaxed 
despite the hurried nature of the two-day trip. 
It's pleasant to think of my papered prayer 
still blowing in the wind as it rustles the 
leaves of Andong's prayer tree. Z

FAR LEFT: The prayer tree, 
hidden near the center of 
the ancient city of Andong.

LEFT TOP: A recreation of a 
traditional Korean garden, 
often used in historical TV 
dramas.

LEFT BOTTOM: Examples of 
Korean totem poles, called 
Jangseung, used to guard 
against demons.

BELOW: Cheonchukseok 
temple, built on a cliff 
below the peak of Dobong 
Mountain.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

9 10

11 12

13

14 15 16 17

18 19

20 21 22 23

24 25

26 27 28

29 30

31 32

WORD SCRAMBLE 
Rearrange these scrambled letters into health-related 
words or phrases. It’s as easy as A-B-D!

Rig lac A merino
Newer id Ell abbrs
Brightened pea H sup sup
Aug tip sesame seeds ESP run
Hard copy on chi Blind date ace

SUDOKU  CROSSWORD  

PUZZLES BY MYLES MELLOR WWW.THEMECROSSWORDS.COM

ACROSS

1 An ____ a day keeps the doctor 
away

4 Condition where the skin is red

8 "Fancy that!"

9 Sugary cake topper

10 Color of some plums

11 Caused by a medical 
practitioner

12 Volume measurement

14 Dieter's equipment

17 Cancels, with "out"

19 Arrival times, for short

20 Bone density measurement (2 
words)

22 French cheese

26 Sharp-tasting

27 Sickness that often 
accompanies pregnancy

30 State famous for apples, abbr.

31 Pecan, for one

32 Born early

DOWN

1 This kind of environment in your mouth 
can cause erosion of dental enamel

2 Copy, a recipe perhaps

3 Chinese appetizer (2 words)

4 Dietary supplement that may lower cho-
lesterol (2 words)

5 Healthy fish which have high levels of 
Omega 3

6 Medical breakthrough

7 People who are physiologically compelled 
to take drugs

13 Key factor in any health regimen

15 Fruit that provides milk

16 Wide shoe fitting

18 Cholesterol lowering drug

21 TV cook

23 Breakfast protein sources

24 Dawn time

25 Measure of weight

28 Be in debt to

29 Medical professional

 PUZZLE SOLUTIONS

WORD SCRAMBLE  
Garlic Romaine
Red wine Barbells
Deep breathing Push-ups
Deep tissue massage Prunes
Hypochondriac Balanced diet

A
1

PP
2

LE
3

R
4

OS
5

AC
6

EA
7

CRG
8

EEAUD

I
9

CINGD
10

ARKRED

DNRYDEI

I
11

ATROGENICC
12

C

CLANE
13

T

S
14

C
15

ALE
16

SEX
17

ES

S
18

OE
19

TASE

T
20

SCOR
21

EB
22

RIE
23

AOAA
24

G
25

CG

T
26

ANGYM
27

O
28

RNING

IUD
29

W
30

ASS

N
31

UTP
32

REEMIE
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greenworld 

The gender-bending impact 
of textile pollution
Greenpeace rocks the runway: Why the fashion industry needs a detox diet.
BY ANNA-LISA JONES

The reports Dirty Laundry, Dirty Laundry 
II: Hung Out to Dry and Dirty Laundry 
Reloaded focused on the investigation of two 
textile factories in China, where they found 
that local pollution was due, in large part, to 
highly toxic chemicals used in the production 
of textiles and clothing products.

One of the key toxins, nonylphenol poly-
oxyethylene ether (NPE), is commonly used 
in textile production by such brand giants as 
Adidas, Nike, H&M and Puma. NPE is a persis-
tent (enduring), bio-accumulating (builds up 
in the food chain), reproductively toxic (can 
thwart reproduction or alter the formation 
of reproductive organs) substance. It is most 
dangerous because the body can’t tell the 
difference between NPE and estrogen.

Exposure to NPEs has been linked to 
kidney and liver damage, decreased testicular 
growth and sperm count, disrupted growth 
and metabolism, and increased mortality. 
Sperm counts have decreased 1.5% per year 
for the past 50 years in developed countries; 
in some Arctic communities, no boys have 
been born for the past decade. Over the last 
35 years, there has been a 60% increase in 
the incidence of testicular cancer in young 
men. Detoxing the textile industry, then, goes 
far beyond cleaning up waterways to the 
very survival of our species.

The textile industry is the number-one 
polluter of water in the world, dumping 
270 to 450 million tonnes of heavy metals, 

ONE of the big fashion trends for Summer 2012 is “cheerful color block-

ing.” Having just read three Greenpeace reports on the toxic soup of 

chemicals involved in textile production, I am anything but cheerful.

solvents, toxic sludge, and other wastes into 
waterways each year. This pollution extends 
globally as these chemicals are released into 
the local water systems. Compounding the 
problem, many laundry detergents still con-
tain NPE despite bans in both Canada and 
Europe. 

Consider this: NPE is only one of the 
estimated 10,000 chemicals used in the 
dyeing and printing portion of textile pro-
duction. With 200 tonnes of water used for 
every tonne of textiles produced, you can 
understand why 70% of China’s waterways 
are polluted and why China is the world’s 
largest polluter of the Pacific Ocean.

Following the release of the Dirty 
Laundry report series and in response to 
Greenpeace’s global Detox Campaign, Adidas, 
Nike, H&M, Puma and other big brands 
signed a joint commitment to eliminate all 
releases of hazardous substances from their 
supply chains and products by 2020.

While applauding the companies’ 
swift response, Martin Hojsik, Greenpeace 
International’s Detox Campaign Coordinator 
demanded even more: "We're calling on these 
companies to become more transparent and 
to provide clear timelines for the disclosure 
of pollution information, so the public can 
easily monitor their progress towards zero 
discharges of all hazardous chemicals."

Greenpeace is also pushing hard for leg-
islative changes within the textile industries 

in targeted countries in order to protect local 
rivers, communities, and eco-systems. To 
learn more, go to: greenpeace.org/detox. 

Being fashion forward in 2012 is less 
about colour in general, and more about one 
colour in particular—green. Fashion is now 
indelibly connected to one’s eco-footprint. 
Know what size you wear by how much you 
are reading on the topic. Know your style by 
which brands you choose. Be willing to step 
out of your toxic relationship with your 
wardrobe! That would be true “colour block-
ing,” although I don’t think this is what the 
fashionistas had in mind. Z

Anna-Lisa Jones is a freelance writer, REALTOR®, 

and artist who lives in Bedford, NS Contact 

anna-lisa@writefocus.ca or (902) 452-8044
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British Columbia 
Jul 6–8 Challenge West/BC Championships 

(Rowing), Elk Lake, Victoria
rowingbc.ca

Jul 15 Fort Langley Half & 5 km, Fort 
Langely
peninsularunners.com

Jul 19 BC Summer Games Track & Field, 
Surrey
sportbc.com

Aug 9–12 CYA Sail West & U17 Championships, 
Vancouver
sailing.ca

Aug 11 Squamish 50 Ultra trail run, Squamish
raidthenorth.com

Aug 25 Mitsubishi City Chase Adventure 
(Racing), Vancouver
mitsubishicitychase.com

Aug 26 Subaru Ironman Canada, Penticton
ironman.ca

Alberta
Jul 16 Ronald McDonald House Southern 

Alberta Charity Golf Classic, Silvertip 
Resort, Canmore
rmhsouthernalberta.org

Jul 26–29 2012 Alberta Summer Games, 
Lethbridge
albertagames.com

Aug 18 Energizer Night Race, Calgary
runningroom.com

Aug 19 Canadian Derby Edmonton Marathon, 
Edmonton
runningroom.com

Saskatchewan 
Jul 2–7 Canadian Aboriginal Badminton 

Championship, Saskatoon
Saskbadminton.ca

Jul 6–8 Saskatchewan Lacrosse Festival, 
Regina
sasklacrosse.net

Manitoba 
Jun 2 11th Annual Run for Rights, Winnipeg

runforrights.org
Jul 15–21 Power Smart Manitoba Summer 

Games, Swan Valley
manitobagames.ca

Aug 26 Lady Speed Stick Women’s Half 
Marathon, Bloomington
runningroom.com

Ontario 
July 1 Dryden Canada Day Triathlon, Dryden

events.runningroom.com
Jul 7 Alchemy CrossFit Twilight Twoesome 

(Running), Hamilton
events.runningroom.com

Jul 29 Beaches Jazz Tune-Up Run, Toronto
events.runningroom.com

Jul 21 Mitsubishi City Chase Adventure 
(Racing), Ottawa
mitsubishicitychase.com

Aug 5 Muskoka Rocks Road Races, Minett
events.runningroom.com

Aug 11 Mitsubishi City Chase Adventure 
(Racing), Toronto
mitsubishicitychase.com

Aug 21 Xerox 10km Run, Ottawa
events.runningroom.com

Quebec  
Jul 5–8 Canada Cup Swimming 

Championship, Montreal
swimming.ca

Jul 7 Mitsubishi City Chase Adventure 
(Racing), Montreal
mitsubishicitychase.com

Jul 26–29 CYA Sail Central at Hudson Fruit 
Bowl, Hudson
sailing.ca

Aug 24–26 SSQ Quebec City Marathon, 
Quebec City
marathonquebec.com

Aug 26–27 Sea2summit Adventure Racing, Lac 
Ste. Marie
sea2summit.com

New Brunswick 
Jul 8 Rockwood Triathlon By the Bay, Saint 

John
atlanticchip.ca

Jul 14 Fredericton Kids of Steel Triathlon, 
Fredericton
atlanticchip.ca

Jul 15 Emera Brunswick Pipeline Celebration 
of Green Space (Running), Saint John
atlanticchip.ca

Aug 9–12 NCCWMA Masters Track & Field 
Champs, Saint John
nccwma.com

Prince Edward Island 
Jul 26–29 CYA Sail East & U17 Champtionships, 

Summerside
sailing.ca

Aug 12 Triathlon by the Sea, Dalvay Beach
atlanticchip.ca

Calendar of events for Canada

P R E S E N T E D  B Y

TO HAVE YOUR UPCOMING EVENT LISTED, PLEASE E-MAIL THE EVENT DETAILS TO INFO@OPTIMYZ.CA

finish line

Aug 15 Brookvale Ultra Trail Marathon, 
Brookvale
atlanticchip.ca

Nova Scotia 
Jul 8 Aileen Meagher Track Classic, Halifax

trackie.com
Jul 14 Antigonish Highland Games Elite 

Mile, Antigonish
trackie.com

Jul 15 Just for Fun Triathlon, Wolfville
atlanticchip.ca

Jul 21 VP Challenge Adventure (Racing), 
Truro
atlanticchip.ca

Jul 22 Not Since Moses (Running), Five 
Islands
atlanticchip.ca

Aug 5 Mac Pass Miles (Running), Dartmouth/
Halifax
atlanticchip.ca

Newfoundland Labrador 
Aug 1 St. John’s Kids of Steel Triathlon, St. 

John’s
atlanticchip.ca

Aug 5 Timex Commander Gander 5k & 10k, 
Gander
trackie.com

Aug 5 St. John’s Triathlon, St. Johns
atlanticchip.ca

Yukon 
Jul 7 Atlin Mini Marathon, Tarahne Park

athleticsyukon.ca
Jul 13–22 Women’s World Fast-pitch 

Championship, Whitehorse
softballyukon.com

Aug 5 Yukon River Trail Marathon, Half 
Marathon & Relay, Whitehorse
yukonmarathon.com

Aug 26 Chocolate Claim Pre-Skagway 10 
Miler, Whitehorse
athleticsyukon.ca

North West Territories
Jul 20 CNIB Charity Tournament (Golf), 

Yellowknife
www.yellowknifegolf.com

Aug 11–12 Monkey Tree & Yellowknifer/Million 
Dollar (Golf), Yellowknife
yellowknifegolf.com

Aug 12 Yellowknife Overlander Sports 
Marathon, Yellowknife
ykmultisport.com



Visit teenfitness.ca to register

FREE

Complimentary pass for a parent/guardian

Limit one 5 day pass trial per person. Valid for 5 consecutive days. Non members and first time club 
visitors only. Must be age of majority in your jurisdiction of residence. Expires September 15, 2012.

teenfitness.ca
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mind coach WITH JOSEPH SEILER

Law of attraction—like 
it or not
Your thoughts control your destiny much more than most 
of us know. What are you thinking?

YOU buy a new car. As you are leaving 
the dealer’s lot and for weeks after, 
the Universe has somehow played a 

mean trick and made replicas of your fabulous 
car. You see them everywhere.

There is a video of a group of people 
challenged to see how many times they can 
pass a white ball in a limited time. You watch 
and count carefully. Most folks miss at least 
one. Then they tell you there was a person in 
a black bear outfit in the midst of the group, 
dancing and waving. “No”, you say. Play it 
again, and wow there is the bear.

The point is: What you notice is 

determined by where you are headed, by your 
goals and desires. So what are your goals? And 
how do you get there?

Someone asked a guy, “How did you do 
it—stay married for 40 years?” The answer was, 
“I decided to.” Louise Hay beat cancer without 
surgery or drugs. Then, on top of that, she 
started a thriving publishing and conference 
company. Some people are just sunny and 
happy and successful, while others are surly 

and sad and erratic in their accomplishments. 
Most of us are somewhere in between.

What connects all this stuff? What is 
going on?

A video came out a few years back called 
The Secret. It was hailed as the panacea for 
the masses. I bought 10 copies. It claimed that 
if I just, um, kinda thought good stuff that 
my new chauffeur would soon bring the limo 
around. Something about asking for what you 
want and feeling it in advance.

The Bible was quoted: “Ask and it 
is given.” A Course in Miracles agreed: 
“Everything that seems to happen to me, I ask 

for, and receive as I have asked.” So how come 
my chauffeur isn’t honking the horn?

I am learning that there is something 
fundamental about the LOA in terms of “What 
am I looking for?” Louise Hay was 100% 
certain about her return to full health and 
did not waver—not for a heartbeat. She could 
feel it. If a person’s overriding value is that 
they want to stay married, well, that makes a 
difference.

The key issue is doubt. Doubt about what 
the Law of Attraction is and how it works 
denies us the use of it.

There is good news and bad news. The 
good news is that the LOA works. We need 
to bring our awareness, our consciousness 
and our beliefs into alignment so that what 
we want can flow in just one direction—
towards us. Ask Louise. The bad news is that 
the LOA is always working. This means that 
every thought, every belief, is attracting, 
all of the time. What are you thinking right 
now? Get ready.

It may not be instant but it is irrefutable 
that the aggregate of my thoughts is my 
destination. And if my thoughts are “this does 
not work,” or sometimes I am thinking “yes” 
and sometimes thinking “no,” well...

Finally, what if that which I desire is 
sitting outside the door but I don’t believe 
I deserve it? That door is unable to open. 
Willingness to believe I deserve what I say I 
desire is most often the missing and essential 
ingredient. Asking for 100.5 FM and then 
tuning to 98.6 won’t work.

Be careful what you ask for. One thing 
about people who seem to have it all is that 
they just expect it to be that way, and so it 
is. You?

As with the Law of Gravity, we do not 
have the option to opt out of the Law of 
Attraction. What we believe we deserve is 
what we seem to have. Check it out. Z

Joseph Seiler, MCC, is a success coach who helps 

people to be clear about what they want and to 

then go get it. jseiler@yournaturaledge.com.

We need to bring our awareness, our consciousness and 

our beliefs into alignment so that what we want can flow 

in just one direction—towards us.
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Energy to burn 

Who: Female and male fitness fanatics.  
What: Tommy Europe’s fitness boot camp. 
Where: OptiMYz Live Health Expo at the 
GoodLife Fitness Toronto Marathon, Direct 
Energy Centre, Toronto. 
When: May 2012. 
Why: To experience Tommy’s signature 
formula of passion, hard work, skill and 
science to add lean muscle, lose fat and  
savour the joy of a healthy body in motion.





Passion. Brought to you by Team 

In Training. The people who walk, 

run, swim and cycle to save lives. 

Expert coaches will get you 

ready for your 10k, half or full 

marathon and triathlon while you 

raise funds for cancer research.

Sign up. Get involved. 

Team In Training. 

Passion that makes a difference.

Photo by Nigel Parry/CPi

Rachel Pfisterer  | TNT Participant



Ingredients

Cooking Instructions

Easiest-Ever Pork Tenderloin

Healthy 
Grilling 
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in memoriam

The race builder
Jerry Friesen inspired sedentary people to 
walk, walkers to run and runners to fly. 
BY SARAH PLOWMAN

IF he gives enough to the world, a dead man’s 

presence is felt long after his life ends. To visit 

Strawberry Fields in New York’s Central Park is to 

step into an existential moment. While onlookers stare 

down quietly at the cement-engraved word “Imagine,” 

John Lennon’s melody and lyrics play inside everyone’s 

head. There, in Central Park, Lennon’s legacy lives on.

Jerry Friesen too was a visionary. For years 
he devoted his time, energy, and passion to 
sport, specifically to running. “He put on great 
races,” said Shane Lavell, a friend of Friesen 

for 25 years. “He took a running series here in 
Niagara from mediocre and made it one of the 
best I’ve ever been to.”

Friesen inspired sedentary people to walk, 
walkers to run and runners to fly. His races 
gave back: The Tim Hortons Peachbud fund-
raised for the West Lincoln Memorial Hospital 
Foundation while other races gave money to 
their charity of choice.

Despite his passion and energy and appar-
ent fitness, last November 2nd the 51-year-old 
marathon runner and long-time race organizer 
from Grimsby, ON passed away after collaps-
ing while jogging minutes from his house. He 
died just days before the Casablanca Classic, 
the final race in his 2011 Subaru of Hamilton 
Niagara Running Series. In a telling tribute to 
a man who died doing what he loved, the race 
went on.

“I talked to Friesen’s wife Jody and asked 
what we can do to help,” Mitch Fraser, series 
director for TriSport Canada, told a Grimsby 
newspaper in November. “She said the best 
thing we can do is put the race on and keep 
it going for Jerry. He wasn’t the kind of guy 
who would want people to be down. He would 
want everyone to come out and to celebrate.”

For those who knew him, running is now 
a quiet reminder of their lost friend. As read-
ing the word “Imagine” triggers Lennon’s song 
to begin playing inside one’s head, pounding 
the pavement will trigger thoughts of Friesen. 
His presence will continue to be felt on the 
roads of the races he built from his inner 
vision. “Every time I go for a run I’ll think of 
that guy,” said Lavell.

The man who paved the way for many 
runners and could-be runners in the Niagara 
region breathed sport since his childhood, 
boxing, playing football and participating in 
track and field. In the late ‘70s and early ‘80s 
he was one of Ontario’s best boxers, barely 
missing the cut to represent Canada at the ’82 
Commonwealth Games.

For 21 years he worked for recreation and 
parks in Grimsby. In 2001, he left to focus his 
efforts on his business Instride Productions, 
which is a presenter of the Subaru of 
Hamilton Niagara Running Series and the 
Cruise to Run. He also worked for TriSport 
Canada, a presenter of the Subaru Triathlon 
Series. Shortly before he died, he was in 
Barbados helping to direct Run Barbados.

Friesen will be missed within the run-
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For those who knew him, 
running is now a quiet 
reminder of their lost friend.

ning community in Niagara. Those who worked with him 
recognize his shoes can never be filled. “We will never be 
able to match his enthusiasm and passion for the sport of 
road racing, but it is our goal to produce each event to the 
standards Jerry set for the athletes, sponsors, volunteers and 
communities alike,” reads the Instride Productions website.

“Friesen ran every day,” said Lyle Harris, a colleague at 
Instride Productions. “It didn’t matter if we were setting up a 
race that day and had to be awake at 3 am. Jerry would wake 
up at 2:30 and run beforehand. He loved it.” 

Just as the Casablanca Classic race went on, so will his leg-
acy. Last year’s turnout was nearly double its regular numbers 
in support of Friesen and this year’s Peachbud race will aim to 
raise $30,000 in his honour. 

Friesen’s loved ones can seek solace in knowing he died 
doing what he loved. “He loved running. Everything about 
it,” said his wife Jody on Facebook the day he passed, “I can 
be somewhat consoled that he went that way. It was always 
his wish.”

Jerry Friesen is survived by his wife Jody and his three 
children: Lindsay, Rachel and Brett. Z
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second life

Poverty busters
As Dale and Linda Bolton discovered, helping the 
poor of Africa is more rewarding than retirement.
BY NATALKA FALCOMER

MOST of us dream about the slow-paced life that retirement 
brings, but will we be happy once we get there? Studies show 
that most Boomer retirees aren’t, and Dale Bolton certainly 

wasn’t. So instead of taking a break after 35 years of working, Dale and his 
wife took on a seemingly impossible challenge—to support at least 10,000 
homeless AIDs orphans in Africa. 

As Dale began to ease into retirement, his 
wife Linda showed no signs of slowing down. 
Impressed by how a natural supplement—mag-
nesium citrate—transformed her own health, 
Linda couldn’t wait to spread the word and 
she soon became the sole Canadian distributor 
of Natural Calm’s magnesium citrate. However, 
the true transformation in their lives took 
place after they visited Malawi. 

Dale and Linda have always helped others 
by donating both their time and money. In 

fact, they ran fundraisers for AIDs orphans in 
Africa. They even went to Malawi to visit the 
orphans and to see how their fundraisers had 
helped. It was on this visit, however, that they 
were truly touched and became convinced 
that more had to be done. 

Dale and Linda left Malawi knowing they 
wanted to create a more effective way of 
alleviating the number of AIDS orphans liv-
ing in extreme poverty, where people live on 
less than a dollar a day. The solution quickly 

became clear and the couple promptly agreed 
they would both work to market and dis-
tribute Natural Calm, but only if the profits 
could benefit African orphans. Their company 
mission was born: “Creating Health and 
Sharing Wealth.”

Working originally with Hope for the 
Nations (a UN Affiliate volunteer-based 
organization to set up projects in Kenya), the 
Boltons founded their own non-government 
organization, Organics 4 Orphans, and Dale 
happily said good-bye to retired life. They 
have helped build orphanages, children’s 
homes and schools.

The Bolton’s charitable efforts also 
enabled water drilling operations and a new 
initiative that teaches small farmers how to 
grow higher yield crops in exchange for caring 
for an orphan in their home. 

The projects created by Organics 4 
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Orphans have done more than just provide 
infrastructure. They build sources of income, 
create a sustainable food supply and give 
the most vulnerable people hope for a 
brighter future. In this way, the Boltons are 
getting closer to their ambitious goal: To 
give the most vulnerable people in Africa the 
opportunity to move up the ladder of devel-
opment so future generations will not have 
to know poverty. 

Still, Dale and Linda are inspired to do 
even more. The couple hopes to increase 
Natural Calm’s presence in Canada “so we can 

support 10,000 orphans.” The fulfillment that 
Dale and Linda experience proves there is 
something better than retirement—working to 
help others. “The idea of retiring,” Linda says, 
“Just isn’t appealing anymore.” Z

M O R E  I N FO
 » To learn more about Natural Calm visit: 

naturalcalm.ca

 » To see how Dale and Linda have 

been making a difference and to 

support AIDS orphans in Africa visit: 

organics4orphans.org

The projects created by Organics 4 Orphans have done 

more than just provide infrastructure. They build sources of 

income, create a sustainable food supply and give the most 

vulnerable people hope for a brighter future.

SUPPLEMENT YOUR LIFE
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Beating
the odds
When I contracted TM I was told I would 

end up in a wheelchair. Instead I am back 

running marathons.

BY KIMBERLEY KOTAR

MY name is Kimberley Kotar and I love 
to run. In February 2006 I was in the 
middle of training for the Ottawa 

marathon and I was struggling. I seemed to be 
having a lot of problems with my legs, but I just 
assumed it was due to the training. I could not 
have imagined what lay ahead for me.

health
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On March 14th I could no longer ignore 
the slight symptoms. I was struck with par-
tial paralysis and neuropathy in both legs 
and found myself in the ER of the Montreal 
General Hospital, barely able to walk. Three 
days later I received devastating news: There 
were demyelinating lesions on my spinal cord. 
Three months after that, I received a final 
diagnosis of transverse myelitis (TM).

As a marathon runner, I can honestly say 
that losing the ability to use my legs to walk, to 
run and to race again was just devastating and 
almost impossible to accept. The very next day 
I decided not to accept the horrible prognosis 
that I would never race again or that I would 
end up in a wheelchair within the next five 
years. I woke up every morning determined to 
beat this disease and get my life back.

My recovery required a lot of work in the 
gym and in physiotherapy. Plyometrics helped 
me learn to walk again and the addition of 
small movements allowed me to regain enough 
strength in my legs so I could start to run. The 
training was tough. I had tremendous pain 
while using my leg muscles and often my legs 
would not do what I asked them to do because 
the neuropathways had been damaged.

During my recovery I worked with a reha-
bilitation trainer who specialized in helping 
injured athletes. He had never worked with 
anyone with TM before but was willing to try 
to help get me back on my feet—literally.

Almost six months to the day of my first 
MRI, I ran my first half marathon in Montreal, 
the city where I was born and raised and still 
reside. Since my diagnosis I have gone on to 
run 15 half marathons and five full marathons. 
In August 2008 I placed first in my age cate-
gory in a half marathon and won a gold medal. 
With each accomplishment, I feel as though I 
am winning my battle with this disease.

I truly believe that being physically 
active has been the key to beating TM and 
its deadly effects. It is for this reason that I 
wanted to participate in the Project Restore 
triathlon relay in May 2009 in Baltimore, 
Maryland. I wanted other patients with TM 
and those with MS to benefit from what I 
have been able to accomplish through physi-
cal fitness.

In 2009 I qualified for the Boston 
Marathon in two separate races. It had been 
my dream to run Boston ever since I started 
running marathons. I had given up on this 
dream when I was diagnosed with TM but in 
April of 2010 and 2011 my dreams came true—
I completed two Boston Marathons. I have 
also run the New York City Marathon. In May 
2012 I ran the Blue Nose Marathon in Halifax, 

NS, finishing third in my age category and 
10th overall for women.

I see running marathons, Boston espe-
cially, not only as a personal victory but also 
as a victory for every TM patient: We can 
overcome. The road may not be easy. It is lit-
tered with pain and obstacles to overcome, 
but there can definitely be a rainbow at the 
end of the journey with TM. I know this to be 
true because I have lived it.

My journey led me to found the Canadian 
Transverse Myelitis Association. My sincerest 
wish is that anyone can overcome TM as I 
have and that they are able to fulfill their 
dreams despite it. My motto throughout my 
journey has been: “Don’t let what you can’t do 
stop you from doing what you can.” Z

M O R E  I N FO
 » Canadian Transverse Myelitis Association, 

263 Malcolm Circle, Dorval, QC, H9S 1T6 
kimberley@mytm.ca

 » Follow @CTMAssociation

I truly believe that being physically active has been 
the key to beating TM and its deadly effects.

PUSHING IT: Kimberley Kotar at the Seacoast 
Half Marathon, Portsmouth, NH.

CHOOSE YOUR WORDS
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Walk the clouds, troll the deeps
Ontario’s Haliburton County is rural but accessible from the big city.  

This hill region contains everything a fresh air fiend could want.

BY LIZ BRUCKNER

LOOKING for adventure? Score your next adrenaline fix in the 

beautiful Haliburton Highlands, just two-and-a-half hours north of 

Toronto. An out of the way county located in the Kawartha Lakes 

region of the province, it’s awash with greenery and blue waters in spring 

and summer, lit up with scarlet, gold and orange leaves in fall, and a pic-

turesque wonderland with all the delights you’d expect from the Muskokas 

in winter, minus the year-round crowds. 

Cycling: The province’s Tour de France
Considered Ontario’s version of the Tour de France. Hill after hill awaits in every nook and cranny 
of the county. Depending on how brave you’re feeling, there are hundreds of kilometres of trails 
and roads to explore. Take on the trails yourself or opt for a guided tour with Yours Outdoors 
for a history lesson of the Highlands, visits to local artisans and cycle-throughs of the county’s 
quaintest villages.

For more information: haliburtonholidays.com, yoursoutdoors.ca

Whitewater kayaking: From Novice to pro
Located just outside of the town of Haliburton, Minden’s Wild Water Preserve has Class IV rapids 
and navigable stretches that measure roughly 800 metres in length. Though you’re likely to see 
at least a few seasoned pros cutting through the rapids at any given time, Algonquin Operators 
Boatwerks Paddling School offers lessons that can educate even the most novice kayaker.

For more information: boatwerks.net

travel
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Mountain biking: Everest on wheels
Head to Sir Sam’s Ski & Bike, a year-round adventure mecca, for some of the province’s most 
challenging bike runs. Try the BMX track, or the Everest Challenge, where riders scale Sir Sam’s 
325-foot hill 96 times to assimilate the nearly 30,000 foot Everest climb. 

For more information: sirsams.com

Canopy tour: Walking the clouds
Not your average treetop trek, this four-hour tour in the Haliburton Forest & Wildlife Reserve 
takes climbers from river base to tree top, and includes a half-kilometer hike, a guided canoe 
ride and the Walk in the Clouds experience, which takes place on boardwalk bridges perched 10 
to 20 metres above the forest floor. 

For more information: haliburtonforest.com

Angling: Mysteries of the deep
In Haliburton County the clean lakes and deep caverns make this area popular with sport anglers 
from all over North America, many of whom leave having hauled in some of the biggest walleye, 
northern pike and muskie Ontario waters have to offer. 

For more information: haliburtoncounty.ca

Hiking: From easy to technical 
Depending on your level of endurance, trails of all difficulties abound. Weekend warriors looking 
for easy or moderate hikes are in luck as these are most plentiful, though technical trails with 
hills, rocks and rugged terrain are also in abundance.

For more information: trailsandtours.com Z

Depending on how brave you’re feeling, 
there are hundreds of kilometres of trails 
and roads to explore. 
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Living my great life
A middle-aged, single working mother, I find the mountains of 
Canada and the world suit me just fine.
BY MARGARET IMAI-COMPTON

I hang precipitously between vertical rock and ice, balanced on one tiny 
sharp point of my crampon and two ice tools penetrating securely into 
blue ice. Looking down, I see my belayer (the person responsible for 

holding me on the rope), shouting encouraging comments and coaching 
me to the next move.

This is my Great Life, trusted climbing 
partners who keep me safe, Nature at its 
best with the sweep of the Canadian Rockies 
forming a grand backdrop to our route, and 
confidence in my abilities to complete this 
vertical mixed climb.

It’s curious that many people regard ice 
climbing and mountaineering as extreme 
sports. I explain that I’m just an ordinary 
middle-aged single mother working in 
Toronto, with a passion for getting to 
beautiful places in the sky. I make a point of 
getting into the mountains at least once every 
three or four months, summer and winter. 
I climb big, high mountains in the summer, 

in Canada and elsewhere around the world. 
In winter, I seek out classic ice routes in the 
Rockies. What most Canadians don’t know 
is that we have the best ice climbing in the 
world, right in our backyard!

Fitness and well-being have been 
important to me throughout my adult life. 
I’ve been a GoodLife member since 1983, and 
even when money was tight during a difficult 
divorce, I never compromised my fitness 
membership. 

So what drives a 59-year-old woman 
living in the flatlands of Ontario to travel 
Canada and the world looking for beautiful 
summits? Gratitude, to start with. I’m grate-

ful for the good health, mobility, stamina and 
mental fortitude that allows me to undertake 
these climbs.

Teamwork, for another. My personal 
trainer, Annette Plumstead at GoodLife 
Northridge continues to inspire me with her 
variety of programs, her deep listening skills, 
her professionalism and her cheerleading. I 
honestly look forward to every one of our 
sessions, and she appropriately challenges me 
to work at the limits of both my physical and 
mental capabilities.

And finally, it’s good for my soul. It feels 
awesome, especially at this age, to know that 
I’m able to get to places and see the world 
from a privileged perspective with trusted 
mountain guides and climbing partners. It’s 
really very simple when one knows what to go 
after in life.

So I am living not just a Good Life, I am 
living a Great Life! And I figure I have another 
30 years of climbing in me, so look out! Z
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Share the pain, share the gain 

Running is a solitary sport—and also a social one. These 
runners took part in the GoodLIfe Fitness Toronto 
Marathon weekend in May 2012.
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PADDLE 
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THIS SUMMER
PEN THE COW
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LEARN TO CAMP

NATURAL 
PRODUCTS 
MADE HERE AT HOME 

ZUMBA TAKES OFF

PHILANTHROPISTS 
OF THE YEAR 



Cashew Teriyaki 
Salad

Tuscan

Spicy Thai

Mighty Caesar



STANDARD ON EVERY SUBARU. 

ALL VEHICLES SHOULD BE
MADE THIS WAY! 

3737 KEMPT ROAD
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
PH: 902 407-8707
www.steelesubaru.ca

PROUD TO BE
A SPONSOR:

2012 SUBARU IMPREZA

LEASE FR:
$239/MO*

2012 SUBARU FORESTER

LEASE FR:
$299/MO*

VEHICLES ARE STANDARD WITH

*48mo. 20,000k. $2500 down plus fees & tax
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the Superfood Smoothie!
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or our Pomegranate Passion.

PROUDLY  CANADIANBoosterJuice.com
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warm up ATLANTIC CANADA

 NEW BRUNSWICK

Cattle penning popular with all ages.
BY TRUDY KELLY FORSYTHE

A team of three riders on horseback, 
30 head of cattle and 90 seconds to 
separate three numbered cows from 

the herd and pen ‘em: That’s the objective of 
the western equine sport of team penning.

While the United States stakes claim 
to the location where it all began in 1942, 
there is a Canadian link as well. Story has it 
Canadian cowboy Bill Schwindt was working 
in the US with a pair of American brothers, 
Ray and Joe Yanez, when they came up 
with the idea to turn the routine ranch 
chores of sorting, cutting and reining into 
a competition. Seven years later, the first 
official competition took place at a country 
fair in California.

It’s been popular in New Brunswick since 
the mid 1990s when the late Ronnie Wilkins, 
an Appaloosa breeder from Sussex, initiated the 
sport at the Princess Louise Park Show Centre. 
The Southern New Brunswick (SNB) Cattle 
Penning Club came out of the gate running, 

building its pen and bringing in top-notch cli-
nicians to show them how to do it right.

And it’s not just for cowboys.
“Our kids started when they were five years 

old on ponies; they are 20 and 21 now and still 
penning,” says Dorothy Connors who, with her 
husband Robb, has been penning since it began 
in Sussex. “We had one fellow who was 80. It’s 
from Kindergarten to grandmothers.”

The event is extremely family oriented. 
Many kids compete as well as help with the 
events from putting down the lime line to 
changing the herd when necessary.

“It’s a great family event,” says Connors, 
who especially appreciates the cooperation 
and positive sportsmanship. “If equipment 
breaks or a horse goes lame, everybody is right 
there offering equipment or a horse to use. 
There’s great camaraderie.”

Teamwork and co-operation are certainly 
the name of the game when there’s only 90 
seconds to achieve a goal. “It’s a quick sport 

but quite often slow and steady wins the 
race,” says Connors. “It is a timed event but 
the number of cows in the pen beats time—
three cows in a longer time will beat two cows 
in a faster time. I love it.”

The penning season runs from June to 
September. There are five events scheduled for 
the 2012 season at the Princess Louise Show 
Centre in Sussex: June 3, June 17, July 8, July 
29 and Aug. 26 with finals at Broadleaf Guest 
Ranch in Hopewell Hill N.B. on Sept. 8. Z

M O R E  I N FO
For more information, contact the SNB Cattle 

Penning Club executive:

President, Diane Thompson 506-386-8241

Vice President, Robb Connors 506-372-9777

Secretary, Kara Greenwood 506-386-3293

Treasurer, Janet Tingley 506-372-8891
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    NOVA SCOTIA

Keji Park taught me I can survive in
the wild—but I’m keeping the penguin.
BY JENNIFER GRAHAM

MY personal comfort zone includes 
a warm bed, a full kitchen, a gym, 
my yoga mat and a stuffed pen-

guin. Anything outside of these is a stretch. So 
when the team at OptiMYz magazine invited 
me to Kejimkujik National Park to camp for 
one night, I jumped at the opportunity 

We were staying in a yurt, a make-shift 
cabin constructed around a wood-stove. When 
we arrived at Keji on Sunday afternoon and 
began loading our knapsacks I held back the 
tears as all of those things that make up my 
comfort zone got left in the car. The penguin I 
did take with me to double as a pillow.

The hike we were doing was 6km. I can 
run 5 km in 28 minutes and I work out. 
Everyone kept saying, “Jenny, you will be fine.” 
I believed them—until I put my backpack on. 
It was heavy. The 20 L MEC pack nearly out-
weighed my physical ability. So I just counted, 
breathed and made peace with the place. 

After arriving at the yurt, we unpacked 
and walked farther down the trail, meet-
ing two anglers who were part of the trout 
“research and rescue” team. (The southern half 
of the Park is catch and release only.) They 
were having a good day, a sign that the strat-
egy is succeeding.

Then we went back to make a fire, cook 

dinner and discover all of the things we forgot, 
including plates and cutlery. We passed around 
a fork and a big pot of pasta, clams and tomato 
sauce. Then we lay back on a bridge over a 
stream in the dark and identified constellations 
with an iphone app, before zipping up our sleep-
ing bags and shutting our eyes to the world. 

I was the first one up and made a fire in 
the stove. The yurts heat up quickly but boiling 
water to make coffee took about 45 minutes. 
Waiting really does make things taste better. 
The four of us passed around our pot again. The 
Maxwell’s coffee singles were better than any 
made-to-order Starbucks beverage because we 
made it ourselves with lake water and a pot 
with last night’s spaghetti sauce burned on.

Just before we headed back the second 
day I went down to the water to fill up my 
bottle and started to cry. I was upset that the 
whole thing had been more difficult than the 
fairytale stories I had read in magazines. “But 
you didn’t fail, Jenny,” said Claire. “You sur-
vived. You can do it. You just did. It was your 
first time!”

So, yes: I had made progress. I packed 
and carried a backpack. I made a fire and 
not-so-fancy potluck. Now I know I can sur-
vive in the wild if I have to. But I’m keeping 
the penguin. Z

Oops: Keji takes a hit

Recent budget cuts have resulted 
in Keji Park becoming a seasonal 
operation. The park will be open 
four and a half months a year for 
the summer only. People will still 
be able to enter the park when 
it closes but services such as 
ploughing, ski trail grooming and 
providing firewood will no longer 
be provided. The interpretive 
centre will also be closed.

Source: The Chronicle Herald
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warm up

BILLED as “the Far East of the 
Western World,” Newfoundland has 
lots to offer for adventurers of all 

ages. One of the oldest road races in North 
America, the Tely 10 is run every July in the 
capital city of St. John’s. With origins going 
back to the early 1920s, this 10 miler is a must 
run for serious racers, recreational runners and 
walkers alike. Starting on the outskirts of the 
city, the race ends in Bannerman Park in the 
heart of old St. John’s and near the base of 
the Signal Hill National Historic Park. 

Signal Hill is also the finish line for one of 
the toughest road races in Eastern Canada. The 

    NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR

Runners and hikers have lots to choose from on the Island.
BY BRIAN ROGERS

Cape to Cabot 20K starts at the Cape Spear 
lighthouse, the most easterly tip in North 
America, and ends at Cabot Tower high atop 
Signal Hill. This is a challenging course with 
several major hills including the last mile that 
is straight up to the finish line. With beautiful 
vistas along the way, this is a must to add to 
your running list.

Newfoundland & Labrador is blessed with 
some of the best hiking trails anywhere. Several 
notable ones are located on the West Coast in 
Gros Morne National Park, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, which boasts world renowned 
geologic formations. Where else can you hike 

warm up ATLANTIC CANADA
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to an area originating deep from within the 
earth’s mantle only to look down on fjord-like 
“ponds.” The “Tablelands” are believed to be 
part of the earth’s core that was thrust to the 
surface millions of years ago by the collision of 
two ocean plates.

Or hike the mountain that the park is 
named after. The Gros Morne trail, a 
challenging 16km route, rises 806m above sea 

level, ending at the flat top of the mountain. 
Once there, the views are spectacular, 
particularly those of 10 Mile Pond and Bonne 
Bay. These are only two of the 20 possible 
hiking routes in the park. All are ranked from 
easy to strenuous to give the hiker choices. Z

The author, a native Newfoundlander, has been 

a runner for 22 years, completing 10 marathons. 

He has hiked many of the trails in Newfoundland, 

including Mad Rocks, Copper Mine Cape and Gros 

Morne National Park.

M O R E  I N FO
 » Tely 10: nlaa.ca/tely10
 » Cape to Cabot 20Km: capetocabot.com
 » Gros Morne National Park: pc.gc.ca/pn-np/

nl/grosmorne/index.aspx

The Cape to Cabot 20K starts at the Cape Spear 

lighthouse, the most easterly tip in North 

America.
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health 

This Nova Scotia company is the only 

certified organic dietary supplement 

manufacturer in the country.

BY SARAH SAWLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY LISA LEARNING

Back to 
nature



SOMETIMES a weed isn’t just a pesky plant that overruns your 
garden. Under the right circumstances, and the right processes, 
those weeds are healing plants. Dandelions can be used as a 

digestive aid, devil’s claw can be used to treat joint inflammation and 
valerian can be used to treat insomnia. Weeds provide the base for 
Naturally Nova Scotia’s wide variety of certified organic products,  
including greens, tinctures and tablets. 

At first glance, Naturally Nova Scotia 
is simply a charming repurposed farmstead. 
Nestled among the trees, with a gorgeous 
view of the ocean, it recalls a simpler time. 
Upon a closer inspection, there is much more. 
The barn is façade that encompasses the only 
certified organic dietary supplement manufac-
turing facility in Canada.

Founder Nancy Smithers’ love of nature 
stems back to her childhood when she spent 
hours playing in the woods and picking berries 
on the Eastern Shore of Nova Scotia with her 
uncles and grandparents.

She began learning about herbal rem-
edies when her sister Jane, a physiotherapist, 
required a certified organic line for her prac-
tice. Nancy hired an herbalist from Ontario to 
apprentice under, and followed up her newly 
developed knowledge by taking courses from 
the Wild Rose College of Natural Healing in 
Calgary, AB.

“When I started this company I didn’t 
know anything about plants like St John’s 
Wort, Elecampane, partridgeberry or valerian,” 
she says. “I didn’t know what these plants 
looked like so I put trays filled with earth in 
the greenhouse and put so many seeds in 
the tray that I knew whatever came up had 
to be the right one. That was 20 years ago. 
There was no one out there doing what I was 
doing—no one could show me what to do.”

Although very little actual growing 
occurs at the farm now, in the beginning 
every part of the process took place there. 
They planted, grew, weeded and harvested 
the herbs and then put them in ethanol to 
make herbal tinctures, which is the earliest 
method of herbal medicine. 

Success in a competitive industry 

Keeping it green

Naturally Nova Scotia manufactures 
about 80 different products, 
including capsules, tinctures, 
tablets, powders and sachets.

The entire manufacturing process 
takes place in Lawrencetown, NS.

Naturally Nova Scotia employs 27 
people, 25 in Nova Scotia and 2 in 
Tokyo.

If an organic product is not 
manufactured in a certified organic 
manufacturing facility, the product 
is not considered certified organic.

There has been a significant rise in 
demand for natural remedies within 
the past three years.
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Get the information you need 
by attending or hosting a 
“Knowledge is Power” presentation. 

Contact Ovarian Cancer Canada 
to book your free session.

Ovarian cancer 
is the most fatal 
women’s cancer. 

  
Do you know the signs 
& symptoms?

Atlantic Regional Manager 
Emilie Chiasson
echiasson@ovariancanada.org

1 866 825-0788 ovariancanada.org ovarianknowledge.ca
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We work hard to help you keep them
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(902) 434-9088 or 877-434-9088 www.theriaultfinancial.comW W

Proudly Atlantic Canadian Owned. Progressive thinking since 1970. At work for small business with all major Group Benefits 

providers and Chambers of Commerce Group Plan.

At Theriault Financial we...

Benefit from our 40 years 

of common sense experience

...learn and understand your small business needs

...deliver the best programs customized specifically to you

...support your business
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like organics requires forward-thinking deci-
sions. Nancy recalls developing a new pain 
line using California poppy. She had been 
pushing to release the product, when Dr. Oz 
announced California poppy as a wonder-
ful natural analgesic. Luckily, she was able to 
release hers the following week. “You have to 
be ahead of the curve,” Nancy advises. 

Although public awareness is on the rise, 
the biggest challenge is teaching people how 
to make informed decisions when buying 
organics. Many products claim to be organic 
but do not meet the required standards to be 
certified. Nancy feels that there is a strong 
need for more regulation in the industry: “Our 
government needs to watch labelling practic-
es, especially from the U.S. They are exporting 
so-called organic products they could not sell 
in the U.S., because of our lack of regulation.” 

Another hurdle is pricing. To the average 
consumer, organics appear more expensive 
than conventional products. This is not nec-
essarily the case when you investigate the 
make-up of your food.

“Organic chicken is a prime example.” 
Nancy explains. “If you buy conventional 
chicken in the supermarkets, when you cook it 
you will see a lot of water comes out and the 
chicken is half the size. That is because the 
stores inject salt and water into the breasts 
to make the chicken look fresh and plump. If 
you cook an organic chicken breast this does 
not happen and you get twice as much meat. 
This is the same with non-organic dietary 
supplements. They are filled with magnesium 
stearate and other fillers.”

Naturally Nova Scotia has now grown 
from its small beginnings into a 30,000 square 
foot manufacturing site with a collection of 
freeze dryers capable of removing 96% of the 
water content from fresh botanicals while 
leaving the cellular structure and medicinal 
compounds uncompromised. 

Although Naturally Nova Scotia has deep 
roots in Canada, it also has a strong presence 
in Japan. The Canadian market is relatively 
small so Nancy worked for 10 years in the 
Japanese market, studied Japanese, and 

health BACK TO NATURE



Only the best for your  
best friends

At Global Pet Foods we are passionate 
about healthy choices for our pets and 
are committed to helping our customers 
have healthy pets too!

Bedford 835-2250

Dartmouth 434-8361

Halifax 876-0894

Come visit one of our three locations

globalpetfoodshrm.ca
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expanded by opening an import company in 
Tokyo. Establishing their own import company 
in Japan provided them with the freedom to 
sell to whomever they choose. 

The company’s products help support an 
active lifestyle. The new Chialicious product, 
for example, is excellent for maintaining 
hydration. Chia seeds absorb water. When 
ingested, Chia seeds release the water into 
the body which helps hydrate during cardio 
workouts.

Naturally Nova Scotia also produces natu-
ral vitamin C from Acerloa cherry powder. 
Some people can’t take vitamin C because it’s 
too acidic for their stomach. “The vitamin C in 
pharmacies and health stores is synthetic and 
made in China from GMO corn,” says Nancy. 
“It causes these problems because it doesn’t 
have the natural buffers that Mother Nature 
provided. That why organics are so important. 
We need to get back to Nature and stop put-
ting chemicals and synthetic products in our 
bodies. This is what is causing so much illness.”

Besides her success as an entrepreneur, 
Nancy Smithers is also involved in many com-
mittees and charities, and has won many 
awards, including an honourary degree from St 
Mary’s University. Currently, she is the chair of 

Bridge Centre for Arts and Technology located 
in an underprivileged area of Halifax, NS. The 
project aims to inspire students by exposing 
them to art and beauty in the hope of unlock-
ing their imaginations and helping them on to 
live productive and successful lives.

Still, the business is her passion. “It’s an 
effort of love,” she says. “It’s also been diffi-
cult. All emotions come into play when 
building a company.” Z

The biggest 

challenge is 

teaching people 

how to make 

informed decisions 

when buying 

organics. Many 

products claim 

to be organic but 

do not meet the 

required standards 

to be certified.
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fitness 

Dance to the music!
Zumba brings many styles of dance together with the athleticism of sport. 
In this class, the result is pure joy.
BY DAVID HOLT | PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS SURETTE

WHEN Rosita Bartolacci Cull steps up to teach her Zumba class 

at GoodLife, the energy is electric. The class had better be 

ready—and they are. The music booms and suddenly Rosita is 

transformed into a whirl of energy. The dance steps are both tightly cho-

reographed and improvisational. It’s music, rhythm and athleticism rolled 

into one—and the class quickly falls into the groove.

“I love being active,” Rosita tells me 
after class. “Teaching fitness classes allows 
me to share my passion with others and 
hopefully get them hooked too. I love Zumba 
because it is a mixture of both dance and 
sport—two things that were an integral part 
of my upbringing.”

Not everyone can keep up with Rosita, 
but no-one is self-conscious and everyone 
is having a great time. At one point she 
splits the class into two groups and they 
do a mock dance battle, one side moving in 
and backing up the other, and then the two 

groups switch roles. It’s competition, focus 
and joy blended together. Watch your step!

It’s a family affair. Keeping right up 
is Rosita’s mother Maria, herself a Zumba 
instructor and long-time instructor at 
Nubody’s and then GoodLife. In fact, Rosita 
taught her first Zumba class when her 
mother hurt her ankle.

The class is at Sunnyside, Bedford, in 
its last month before closing. New clubs are 
online at The Ravines—and soon in Sackville. 
So these last few classes are a celebration 
of club culture too. Most of the class are 
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women but there are men as well. In fact, a 
number have decided to stay from the Body 
Pump class that Rosita had just taught. 
These people are in shape!

Rosita lists the musical styles embraced 
by Zumba: Cumbia (which is Columbian, 
and so is the founder of Zumba), meringue, 
salsa, samba, calypso and tango, as well as 
Latin and even belly dancing, to make a 
partial list.

“Zumba is different than a regular 
workout,” says Rosita. “It’s like a party. It 
allows you to make friends, smile, sweat, 

laugh and sing to great 
music—all while you’re 
torching calories! Where else 
can you do that?”

Rosita also works in the 
family’s ceramics and marble 
business. She had been doing 
Taekwondo when her mother told her 
she would like her new kickboxing class, 
and she was hooked. After getting her Can-
Fit-Pro certification she has taught fitness 
for 10 years. It’s all about the joy of 
movement. Z

IN THE ZONE: Rosita is inspired 
by martial arts as well as many 
dance styles.

Rosita lists the musical styles embraced by Zumba: Cumbia 

(which is Columbian, and so is the founder of Zumba), 

meringue, salsa, samba, calypso and tango, as well as Latin 

and even belly dancing.
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Entertaining angels
Dr. Richard Goldbloom and Ruth Goldbloom are honoured for their 
contributions to our common cause.
BY SARAH SAWLER

philanthropy

“Anybody can fundraise if you believe in 
what you do and it is in your heart,” Ruth tells 
me. “If you have a passion for the cause you 
can go out and raise the money that is need-
ed, as long as you have lots of background 
information and knowledge of the people 
you’re approaching.”

Ruth and Richard Goldbloom are the 
recipients of the highest honour available at 
the Maritime Philanthropy Awards 2012: The 
Lifetime Achievement Award.

Richard is a pediatrician at the Izaak 
Walton Killam (IWK) Hospital in Halifax. He 
tells the story of how the Dean of Medicine 

at Dalhousie University contacted him in 
Montreal to convince him to move to Halifax. 
He wanted him to become the first chief of 
the IWK, which wouldn’t open for three more 
years. Richard accepted and started work at 
the existing children’s hospital under less than 
ideal conditions.

“I used to stay awake at night worrying 
that there would be a fire and a lot of babies 
would lose their lives—it was mostly wooden 
construction inside,” he recalls. “But the new 
hospital was really exciting!”

Apart from his involvement in the IWK’s 
beginnings he has also made a wonderful con-

DR. RICHARD GOLDBLOOM and his wife Ruth have invited me 

for tea at their home in Halifax, NS. The room is scattered with 

family heirlooms and photographs. From the décor and the con-

versation it’s easy to tell that these are two people who genuinely care about 

others.

tribution to the hospital by championing the 
“Read to Me” program. The program provides 
each new baby born at the IWK with a bag of 
books. “Babies are never too young to be read 
to—they’ll still absorb it.” he says.

Ruth is a notable and skilled fundraiser. 
She has been deeply involved in fundraising 
for many of the universities in Halifax. She 
speaks about her first university fundraiser 
at Mount Saint Vincent University: “I was 
nervous about that because there was no one 
at the Mount who had done any fundrais-
ing,” she says. “The Sisters of Charity had 
never had a fundraiser. They were feeling the 
pinch for the university and their own retired 
sisters, and so decided to have a campaign. I 
worked on that for two or three years and we 
achieved our goals.”

After that she was approached by other 
universities to help out. Eventually, she 
became the first woman and non-corporate 
individual to chair the United Way.

Her most cherished project, however, is 
her work with Pier 21. “I think it’s because 
of the impact it has on the history of our 
country,” she says. “We are a country of 
immigrants, and it doesn’t matter when you 
arrived—1600, 1800, or 2012—you came to 
the same place for the same reasons. You 
came because of poverty, political oppression, 
religious persecution, or just wanting to make 
a better life for your family. Everybody in this 
land is an immigrant if we go back to our 
beginnings.”

Philanthropy is an art and Richard and 
Ruth Goldbloom seem to have it mastered. As 
they quoted from the Book of Hebrews in the 
Bible: “Be not forgetful to entertain strang-
ers, for thereby some have entertained 
angels unawares.” 

Anne Melanson(L), president of AFP Nova Scotia, with Richard and Ruth Goldbloom.
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philanthropy ANGELS

Winners of the 2012 
Maritime Philanthropy 
Awards

Outstanding Volunteer Fundraising 
Group
Alicia Love and Janelle Shillington of Saint 
John Wine Fair, for the support of the 
Canadian Red Cross

Outstanding Corporate Philanthropist
Lawtons Drugs, for their support of Brigadoon 
Children’s Camp Society

Outstanding Individual Philanthropist
Dr. and Mrs. Keith and Rosemary Hamilton for 
founding and supporting Laing House

Outstanding Special Event
Al MacNeil “Builder of Champions Gala” for 
support of Cape Breton University

Outstanding Sponsorship Partner
BMO Bank of Montreal for its support of the 
QEII Foundation’s Bust a Move for Breast 
Health

Outstanding Individual Philanthropist
Sherry Porter for her support of the QEII 
Foundation, Pier 21 and Symphony Nova 
Scotia

Outstanding Professional Fundraiser
Mary Jennings (posthumously) for her support 
of Valley Regional Hospital

Outstanding Small Business
Wilson’s Shopping Centre for their support of 
the IWK Hospital

Outstanding Youth in Philanthropy
Samantha Miller for over ten years of vol-
unteerism and fundraising efforts, including 
raising $15,000 for cancer research

Rising Star
Faye LeBlanc for her contributions to the 
Northwood community. Her efforts were 
instrumental in Northwood’s participation in 
the Pride Parade and revitalizing Northwood’s 
Appetite for Life gala Z



A COMMITMENT TO BENEFIT UN WOMEN

Cameron Diaz and TAG Heuer support UN Women 
and its mission to empower women worldwide. 
To learn more please visit tagheuer.com
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A new cool-touch laser 
that shrinks fat away
Light energy shrinks fat cells and removes unwanted inches.
BY PEARLEEN MOFFORD

TOO good to be true? Well, not so fast! The Zerona non-evasive 

cool-touch laser is clinically proven to shrink fat cells, resulting in 

losing unwanted inches without side effects. 

Zerona operates under the principle of 
photochemistry, using light energy to influ-
ence complex reactions within the fat cell. The 
stimulated stored fat leaks from the cell’s pore 
without destroying it. The fat is then absorbed 

by the body and broken down to fatty acids 
and used as energy. 

Recently, one of the OptiMYz team mem-
bers experienced a four-week treatment at 
a Panacea Body Wellness Centre. A natural 
supplement is recommended during and after 
laser treatments. It contains a blend of active 
ingredients including niacin, ginkgo biloba, 
milk thistle and green tea extracts used to 
promote the removal of fat released during 

the treatments. 
The targeted laser session takes less 

than an hour. It is positioned inches away 
from the problem area, which can be 
a combination of the waist, hips, and 
thighs. The minimum suggested treat-

ment period is two weeks, with three 
sessions a week. 

After the first session came the 
rebound—10 minutes of jumping on a mini-
trampoline. Not long after the bouncing 
started the feeling of ridiculousness passes 
and memories of childhood flood the mind. 

With week one down, there was no differ-
ence in size but my energy level had increased. 
By the end of week three eight inches of fat 
vanished from the rib cage, thighs and waist. 
Those favourite jeans were fitting better! 
Patients are reporting losing anywhere from 
four to 11 inches. 

Zerona treatments are available at 
Panacea Body Wellness Centre in Halifax, 
Dartmouth, Moncton and Fredericton. Z

technology 

LISTEN TO YOUR TASTEBUDS
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kayak touring 

One day at a time
Smaller, lighter boats are great for an hour, a day, or even a weekend.
BY BRIAN CONOLEY

this will take away from developing as a 
paddler. Your paddle is your steering wheel. 
A skeg is a fixed, retractable blade that does 
not pivot like a rudder. You drop your skeg 
when tracking becomes challenging to coun-
teract rough conditions. 

Day touring is the fastest growing category 
of this sport. Due to the increased popularity, 
you have increased options for boat materials: 
plastics, fiberglass, or carbon fiber. Composites 
usually spike the price of a boat up a thousand 
dollars from its plastic counterparts, but they 
are lighter and faster. Starting off I recom-
mend plastic. It is tough and ready to take on 
Canada’s rocky coastlines. 

You can go almost anywhere: lakes, riv-
ers, along the coast. If your excursions grow 
in length as you grow as a paddler, most 
boats have enough storage to fit all the gear 
you will need for a weekend on the water—
or longer. 

Nothing is as calming as hearing the loons 
welcome the day while you share a lake with 
them. Nothing beats racing the sun towards 
the horizon as you burn out the stress of the 
week with a fast paddle to get the heart 
going. I recommend you go for a tour, at least 
for a day. Z

HAVE you been harbouring a desire to spend more time on 
the water, but don’t know where to start? I don’t blame you. 
Kayaking can be a very daunting sport to get in to. Not only do 

you need a boat, but a PFD, paddle, dry bags, the list goes on. Well, how 
about day touring?

You can go almost anywhere: lakes, rivers, along the coast. 

If your excursions grow in length as you grow as a paddler, 

most boats have enough storage to fit all the gear you will 

need for a weekend on the water—or longer. 

Day tour kayaking gets you the excite-
ment, release and workout of paddling, with 
minimal gear. Typically day touring boats are 
10 to 15 fifteen feet in length. Right away, 
there’s a big advantage: The boats are easy to 
store for anyone living where storage is tight. 
That said, the longer your boat, the faster it 
will move along the water and the better it 
will track. Track is “go straight” in kayak. When 

you purchase a lower-end kayak, poor tracking 
is often the biggest downside. Chasing your 
stern is no fun. 

Other features that will help you track in 
rough conditions—and in general—are skegs 
and rudders. A rudder is a pivoting blade 
that is angled to compensate for currents or 
winds pushing you off course. A lot of people 
use their rudder as their steering wheel, but 

CRUISING: Ocean Kayak’s 11-foot Scrambler 
is perfect for playing along any stretch of 
coast or on any lake. It likes to surf and is as 
tough as nails.
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understand and even those who are less 
inclined to racing can enjoy a day on the 
water. It is increasingly popular as a rec-
reational activity because it is one of the 
few activities that work every major muscle 
group in the body through a full range of 
motion without impacting the joints. This 
means you can start at any age and con-
tinue long after retirement. Other physical 
benefits include increased strength and 
lung capacity. In fact, rowing may be a 
superior fitness activity because it requires 
concentration to the point that participants 
become oblivious to fatigue and pain. The 
team atmosphere also motivates you to work 
harder and you know you are contributing 
to a whole.

The Rowing Canada Aviron encourages 
everyone to give rowing a try. More than 

Stroke instead of snooze
Watching the sun rise during an early morning row is great for body and soul.
BY JENNIFER GRAHAM

ROWING is a sport that requires strength, focus and the ability to 
get out of bed before sunrise. For many clubs, practice starts at 5 
am and rowers are expected to be warm and ready to stroke. For 

those of us who hit snooze several times before dragging ourselves out of 
bed and into a hot shower, a sport that starts the day in the dark on the 
cold Atlantic water sounds unappealing, uncomfortable and entirely out-
of-the-question. 

But when you see it up close, being in 
the water as the sun comes up and arches 
over the horizon, you can’t imagine wanting 
to be anywhere else: You’re not just part of 
a team, you’re part of the world.

There are two forms of rowing: sweep-
ing, where each rower has one oar held with 
both hands, done in pairs or teams of eight; 
and sculling, where each rower has two oars, 

one in each hand. This can be done in single, 
double or quad boats.

Rowing became a competitive sport in 
the 1800s when watermen providing ferry 
and taxi service on London’s River Thames 
began racing. The Doggette’s Coat & Badge is 
the oldest surviving race, first held in 1715.

Rowing persists as a sport for its wide 
appeal and civilized qualities. It is easy to 

rowing 



just great physical exercise, rowing “fos-
ters excellence and teamwork for life.” 
You can start at any age and continue 
throughout life. Regardless of age or 
experience, rowing offers life lessons 
such as how to work with people from 
different backgrounds and fair play. It 
is also a great way for kids and young 
adults to develop self-discipline, espe-
cially with early-morning practices and a 
rigorous training schedule.

Finally, rowing feels good. The 
water is a tool for meditation and 
tranquility. You will be stronger in your 
body and clearer in your mind by tak-
ing part. Instead of hitting snooze, 
come down to the water and watch the 
sunrise. You are just strokes away from 
a better life. Z
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Protecting 
Canada’s 
water supply
Let’s learn from our mistakes and keep the 
North free of the pollution that plagues 
much of the rest of the country.
BY ALANNA GAUTHIER

WHETHER you use Canada’s lakes and coasts for your 
Sunday swim or if you make your livelihood from its 
resources, safe, clean water is critical. Sadly, our lakes and 

coasts are in jeopardy. A general decline in water quality, impacted by 
a wide range of human activities—from shipping to using fertilizer on 
your lawn—is plaguing Canada. 

Federal, provincial, territorial and municipal governments have 
a shared responsibility to manage water quality. Regardless, Canada 
flushes approximately 200 billion litres of raw sewage directly into 
natural waterways each year. Unlike other countries, Canada has no 
national standard for sewage treatment. While some cities like Halifax, 
NS have created a sewage treatment facility that has drastically 
improved the water quality in and around the local harbour, the big 
picture is not so rosy. 

The Great Lakes contain roughly 18% of the world’s fresh surface 
water and provide drinking water to one third of Canadians and one 
seventh of Americans. In the 1960s, the International Joint Commission 

editorial
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conducted studies on water quality in the Great Lakes and found that 
excessive phosphorous was causing eutrophication, especially in Lakes 
Ontario and Erie. 

In response, Canada and the United States signed the Great Lakes 
Water Quality Agreement in 1972. Since then, both countries have 
begun the process to clean up the Great Lakes. This includes protecting 
them from pollution, habitat destruction, the loss of native species and 
the invasion of non-native species. Both Canada and the United States 
have provided funding in their budgets to help clean up the Great 
Lakes. In 2010, the Harper Government budget provided $16 million 
over two years and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency budget 
$475 million for Great Lakes remediation. 

Instead of fixing a problem after it arises, we should turn our 
attention to preventing problems. This is primarily evident in Northern 
Canada: Nunavut, the Northwest Territories and Yukon. Northern 
Canada is a pristine environment which over the next 20 to 50 years 
will see major growth in the shipping and resource sectors. Canada’s 

Northern Strategy focuses on establishing our Arctic sovereignty, 
protecting the North’s environmental heritage, promoting social and 
economic development, and improving northern governance.

The future of Canada’s water supply, both marine and fresh can be 
seen as a glass half full. Canada’s provinces and territories have begun 
to develop strategies to improve water quality. However, we need to 
make sure our environment remains a priority at all levels of govern-
ment. In the Arctic, we have the opportunity to learn from our mistakes 
and to ensure that the environment is not harmed by our actions. We 
need to remind our politicians that the environment is important and 
that we want it protected. By working together, we can make sure that 
Canada’s water supply remains clean and abundant for the future. Z

Alanna Gauthier is a marine resource management consultant with a 

focus on community engagement and sustainable resource and economic 

development. She is a Principal at NEXUS Coastal Resource Management. 

Email Alanna at Gauthier.Nexus@gmail.com.

GET IN YOUR ZONE
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WE all want to eat healthier and when we eat out we do not want to compromise our 

healthy eating habits. This is the concept of the “OptiMYz Our Favourites” program. 

Our dietitian will review menu items from local restaurants to ensure they are a 

healthier choice. Each menu item will be categorized and listed in OptiMYz Magazine and on the 

restaurant’s in-house menu. New items will be reviewed and added in each issue! Finally, we can just 

enjoy our meals without wondering how the meal will fit into a healthy lifestyle. Bon appétit!

SPONSORED BY
For more meal ideas from our healthy 

restaurants, visit optimyz.com

1 SERVING | PREP 20 MINS

TO PREPARE

Place one sheet of nori (seaweed) on the sushi mat. Make sure the shiny side is facing down. Place 
a small amount of the sushi rice on the nori and spread thinly. Arrange the salmon, tuna, snapper 
slices horizontally over the rice. Add a small portion of Jalapeno, avocado and cream cheese. Roll 
up to seal it. Fold the mat over and roll the sushi lightly between the layers of the mat.

Cut the roll in half. Dip the roll in the raw scrambled eggs and bread crump. Place the roll in 
deep fryer for 1 minute at 400 deg F to slightly heat.

Cut the roll into 8 pieces. Sprinkle sesame seeds over roll. Place chopped spicy tuna (chopped 
tuna with spicy sauce) and fish roe on the top of the roll. Drizzle spicy sauce or teriyaki sauce 
over the roll (adjust flavour to your taste).

(In the restaurant you will experience homemade spicy sauce and the fire effect.)

Nutritional value (per skewer): Calories (kcal) 372; Protein 33.5 g; Carbohydrates 39.7 g; Fat 9.6 g

Sushi Nami Royale 902-422-9020 sushinami.ca

Volcano roll sushi

The OptiMYz choice

INGREDIENTS

 » 1 sheet of nori seaweed
 » 3 oz of sushi rice (cooked and mixed)
 » 1 oz of salmon
 » 1 oz of snapper
 » 2 oz of tuna
 » A couple pieces of jalapeno 
 »  1⁄8 of medium size avocado
 » A thin bar of cream cheese, about 1 cm 

square surface and 8 cm long, stretched 
to the same length as the nori
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1 SERVING | PREP 20 MINS

TO PREPARE: HADDOCK

In a mixing bowl, combine all the ingredients. When 
ready, take each haddock fillet or loin and dust it 
in the pepper/reggiano crust, then pan fry until the 
edges of the haddock are golden. Flip the haddock 
and repeat the procedure.

TO PREPARE: PINEAPPLE SALISTA

Simply combine all the ingredients and season.

Nutritional value: Calories (kcal) 530; Protein 25.2 g; 
Carbohydrates 114.5 g; Fat 2.13 g

Untitled Eats, 1723 Hollis Street, located off the entrance of the 
Art Gallery of Nova Scotia 902-424-8708 untitledeats.com

INGREDIENTS: HADDOCK

 » 1 4 oz haddock fillet
 » 1 cup of fine bread crumbs
 » ¼ cup of flour
 » ¼ cup of panko crumbs
 » 3 Tbsp cracked black pepper
 » 1 tsp dried oregano
 » To taste: Salt

INGREDIENTS: PINEAPPLE SALISTA

 » ½ pineapple, peeled and cored
 » 1 mango, peeled, cored and 

diced
 » ½ red pepper, finely diced
 » ½ green pepper, finely diced
 » ½ red onion, finely diced
 » 1 tsp garlic purée
 » 2 Tbsp melfour (honey) vinegar
 » To taste: Salt
 » To taste: Black pepper

Reggiano and black pepper crust haddock, 
pineapple salista

EAT BROCCOLI

SEPTEMBER 22-23 2012

Become a Superhero for Children, Youth & 
Adults with Physical Disabilities. 

Challenge yourself, 
Change lives

REGISTER TODAY 
www.THEDROPZONE.ca

(902) 453 6000
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The long road to 
the Lost City
Three friends, four days and nights over 93 km on the 

ancient trail over the Savage Mountain.

BY AVERY CRITTALL

ABOVE: Avery Crittall and her travelling 
companions hike into the thin air of the high 
Peruvian mountains.

RIGHT TOP: Adam, Jody, Mitch and Avery 
embarking on the Salkantay Crossing.

RIGHT BELOW: The travellers take in the 
views at Macchu Picchu.

We decided on trekking the Inca trail—the 
famous route Incans took, hauling stones from 
Cusco up the treacherous mountainside to 
Machu Picchu. Being the kind of people who 
enjoy doing things the hard way, we decided 
to take the road less travelled: the Salkantay. 
This 93 km trek follows an ancient and remote 
footpath from the Cordillera Vilcamba, north 
of Cusco, across the Salkantay Mountain (or 
“Savage Mountain” in Quechan)—a four day and 
four night journey by foot to Machu Picchu. 

After arriving in Peru, we made our way 
to Cusco to spend a few days adjusting to the 
altitude. We met our group and guides at 4:30 
am on the first day of the trek. That day, we 

walked 23 km into the foothills leading to the 
Salkantay Mountain.

At dusk we arrived at our first campsite, 
a simple row of tents covered by a large 
tarp. The view of the snow-capped peak 
was spectacular. We ate and slept well in 
preparation for our second day, the most 
challenging of the trek. We awoke and 
stiffly set out in the rain, using walking 
sticks and chewing cocoa leaves to ward 
off altitude sickness. We concentrated on 
our breathing and foot placement, and took 
time to enjoy the view.

As we neared the top, the air grew thin-
ner and the wind stronger. Adam and I walked 

MY brother Adam, my then-boyfriend (now husband) Mitch 

and I had visited Australia. Before that, our trio had seen the 

Taj Mahal, the slums of Mumbai, the Keli Mutu crater lakes 

on the Indonesian island of Flores, komodo dragons, the Ganges, camels 

in heat, Sleeping Buddhas, biting monkeys, ping pong shows and Angkor 

Wat. We’d been bruised, beaten up, robbed, tattooed and arrested. We 

needed a new continent to discover. What better than the ancient Incan 

stopping grounds of Peru?
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in unison, step by step, in the snow and sleet. 
Finally, we reached the top: 4,600m above sea 
level. The area was littered with inukshuks, 
built as offerings to the gods in exchange 
for safe passage across the mountain. As we 
descended, the landscape shifted from barren 
rocky mountainside to lush, tropical rainfor-
ests. We were weary but wired from the day’s 
accomplishments and in awe of our changing 
surroundings. 

The next day we walked bruised and 
battered, along the ancient path. We were 
surrounded by beautiful scenery and rustic 
huts with a few chickens, pigs and dogs. My 
thoughts were drawn to the simple lives of 
those living there and to the Incans building a 
fortress atop the mountain of Machu Picchu, 
fortified and hidden by the rugged landscape 
of the Sacred Valley itself. 

At 3:30 am, we headed for Machu 
Picchu’s gates. As we followed the path into 
the ancient city, the mountains were shrouded 
in mist. We turned the corner. As though the 
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LET GO

This 93 km trek follows an ancient and remote footpath from 

the Cordillera Vilcamba, north of Cusco, across the Salkantay 

Mountain (or “Savage Mountain” in Quechan)—a four day and 

four night journey by foot to Machu Picchu. 

ancient Incan gods were smiling upon us, the 
clouds parted, the sun shone, and we set our 
eyes upon the most humbling and magical 
site—Machu Picchu. Z
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In search of the 
extraordinary
GIVETOLIVE promotes exercise, altruism and achievement  
as the three keys to a healthy life.
BY PAUL MACQUEEN

At the time, McDonald and girlfriend 
Ashley Ward were volunteering for organiza-
tions related to different causes and noticed 
that no-one was promoting the simple act 
of giving. With friends, they formed a vol-
unteer-based organization called GIVETOLIVE 
that inspires people to lead happy and 
healthy lives through exercise, altruism, 
and achievement of the extraordinary. “We 
already knew the obvious benefits of exercise 
and wanted to promote that aspect,” says 
Ward. “But more importantly, our research 

uncovered that simple acts of giving and 
volunteering did just as much for general 
health, if not more.” 

Since 2007, they have uncovered and 
promoted through their events some startling 
research. Scientists from Berkeley University 
tested the hypothesis that volunteerism 
reduces risk of mortality. After adjusting for 
health and other socio-economic variables, 
researchers were astounded to find that 
mortality rates declined by 44% when people 
volunteered for four hours or more per week. 

Other studies from Harvard, Stanford, 
Emory, and Cornell clearly demonstrated that 
volunteering alone will increase not only the 
length of your life, but also the quality of it 
through reduced injury, improved mood and 
self-esteem, less stress and anxiety, better 
job performance, and increased weight loss 
and general overall health. In addition, stud-
ies of adolescents and children demonstrated 
that volunteering was directly correlated to 
a reduction in smoking, addiction, teen preg-
nancy, and obesity, while at the same time 
increasing scholastic performance. 

GIVETOLIVE has been busy. For their first 
three years, they organized The Big Ride, a 
cross-continent relay cycle from Canada (once 
from Halifax, twice from Vancouver) to Texas, 
raising over $750,000 for cancer-related 
charities. In 2011, they partnered with Coast 
to Coast Against Cancer and led a group of 60 
cyclists around the Cabot Trail, raising another 
$150,000 to help families affected by paediat-

giving back

WHEN Todd McDonald read an article by Duke medical 

researchers proving a correlation between the act of giv-

ing and physical health, he knew he had to build something 

around it. “The researchers demonstrated that when a group of AIDS 

patients volunteered for a week, the number of disease-fighting cells in 

their body actually increased,” says MacDonald. “The physiology of the 

body actually changed and that blew my mind.” 

The Big Ride: Climbing 
the Cabot Trail
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ric cancer. They also launched The Big Swim, a 
14km swim across the Northumberland Strait, 
to raise money for camps that support chil-
dren with cancer.

“All of our events have the same three 
components: Exercise, altruism, and achieving 
something you weren’t sure you could finish 
when you signed up,” says McDonald. “We’ve 

found a remarkable impact on people’s lives 
when all three of these are factored in, but 
doing just one or two of them also has an 
incredible affect on someone’s well being. I 
can’t think of a better way to live.”

GIVETOLIVE has big plans in 2012. The Big 
Swim takes place on August 14th: 10 swim-
mers have signed up so far to swim from NB 

to PEI and raise money for Brigadoon Village, 
a camp for children with chronic illness in NS. 
From August 3rd to 5th, more than 100 
cyclists will tackle the Cabot Trail again on a 
three-day adventure. Both events are still 
open for registration and all information can 
be found at givetolive.ca or by emailing 
info@givetolive.ca. Z

The Big Swim: Crossing the 
Northumberland Strait
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VISIT OPTI-DIRECT ONLINE AT WWW.OPTIMYZ.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION AND EXCITING OFFERS

902-466-3100 | www.macaskills.ns.ca | Now serving brunch Saturday 10-2pm

The Ideal Protein Weight Loss Method
Lose an Average of 4 to 7 Pounds Per Week
Primarily Promotes Fat Loss
Helps to Maintain Muscle Mass
Supports Cellulite Reduction
Promotes Vitality & Energy
Naturally Suppresses Appetite

Your Last Diet

Wellp
b

Appointments 422-2767

Ideal Protein

2110 Robie Street 
On the Common 

Halifax NS

One on One Service 
& Professional Support

Dr. Cheryl Lycette, N.D.  conducts the 
initial consult, which can be claimed 
through medical insurance.
Free weekly Weight & Measurement 
Progress Analysis, under the 
supervision of Dr. Cheryl, to provide 
support and Nutritional Education.
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The power of showing up 

Thousands of runners competed in a weekend 
of races at the Blue Nose Marathon in Halifax, 
NS, May 2012. From elite runners to kids, the 
event encourages everyone to be fit and stay 
healthy. One highlight: The OptiMYz Speakers 
Stage that featured experts on running, nutri-
tion, injury prevention and even the power of 
meditation. 
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©2012 New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc.

A uniquely Canadian spin to our ultra light, 
fantastically fast 890.

New Balance is proud to support Canadian athletes 
Reid Coolsaet and Eric Gillis on the road to realizing 
their Olympic dreams.  

We give them our best and most innovative products 
allowing them to lead on the international stage.



Visit us at genuinehealth.com

activfuel+ is an all-natural sports nutrition supplement specifically designed 
to fuel your body - both before and during your workout. With dosing tailored 
to your intensity, activfuel+ increases energy, improves performance and 
stamina while relieving fatigue. It also works to decrease physical stress and 
damage to the body, for faster recovery time.

Containing only safe, natural, and research proven ingredients, and without 
artificial flavours, sweeteners or preservatives, activfuel+ is a convenient, 
great tasting addition to your workout – It’s your body and your workout,  
fuel it your way.


